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OHAPTER XIII. 

HOW TO MAKE A SHIP HANDY AND EASY TO STEER. , 

ONE part of handiness consists of balance of sail ; a second, a balance of ship ; and a third, of proportion 

of rudder. 

First, of balance of sail. 

Unless sail be balanced, the ship will go just where it pleases, or just where the wind pleases, instead of 

where the pilot chooses. If there be a. sail on the fore-part of the vessel only, the wind will blow the fore

part of the vessel to leeward, and she will drive head foremost. If there be a. sail on the after-part of the 

vessel only, the wind will blow the after-part to leeward, and she will drive stern foremost before, or head to, 

the wind. In order that neither of these should happen, the sail on the fore-part must be so placed and 

proportioned to the quantity and place of the sail on the after-part, that they exactly balance one another in 

effect, so that neither one nor the other can prevail. This is virtually to take away from the wind all power 

of determining the direction of the ship, and a good sailing-master, by properly regulating this balance of 

sail, can keep the direction of the ship's head exactly which way he pleases. 

This is balance of sail, but it depends on another element, namely, balance of ship. These must exactly 

suit each other, otherwise there will be no balance. I will suppose the effect of the sail at the bow to be 

exactly balanced by that at the stern ; but, nevertheless, there will be no enduring balance if the bow be 

more easily forced to leeward than the stem, for then the head of the ship would go round to leeward. The 

effects of the fore-sails and the after-sails being balanced between themselves, and the effect of the fore-part 

and of the after-part of the section of the ship lengthways in the water balanced between themselves, the 

one called " trim of sail," the other " trim of ship;" the naval architect must provide by forethought for 

the due balance of both, and afterwards the painstaking thoughtfulness of the sailor must maintain in all 

circumstances this equilibrium. 

It is thns only that we can get and keep a handy ship. The sails must balance; the body must balance : 

both rr.ust be kept together in perfect trim. The hn.nd of the pilot and the blade of the rudder must do the rest. 

. Something more, however, can still be done by the uaval architect to give the master complete command 

· over the ship. The balance he has established is enough to deprive the wind of the control of the vessel, and 

give it to the mas~r, bnt the ship may still require from him the exertion of very great controlling force when 

he wishes, iu the comsc of his mana:mvres, to cho.nge the ship's head round 'rapidly from one course to another. 

Balaucc of sail o.nd of body will help llim to do this, but will not help him to do it quickly. 
. . . 

----~--~------~~-------~--~------------~--~-~~---~~--~--~---~------------------~ 
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This is balance of sail, but it depends on another element, namely, balance of ship. These must exactly 

suit each other, otherwise there will be no balance. I will suppose the effect of the sail at the bow to be 

exactly balanced by that at the stem ; but, nevertheless, there will be no enduring balance if the bow be 

more easily forced to leeward than the stem, for then the head of the ship would go round to leeward. The 

effects of the fore-sails and the aft.er-sa.il.s being balanced between themselves, and the effect of the fore-part 

and of the after-part of the section of the ship lengthways in the water balanced between themselves, the 

one called " trim of sail," the other " trim of ship ; " the naval architect must provide by forethought for 

the due balance of both, and afterwards the painstaking thoughtfulness of the sailor must maintain in all 

circumstances this equilibrium. 

It is tbns only that we can get and keep a handy ship. The sails must balance; the body must balance : 

both must be kept together in perfect trim. The hand of the pilot and the blade of the rudder must do the rest. 

Something more, however, can still be done by the naval architect to give the master complete command 

over the ship. The balance he has established is enough to deprive the wind of the control of the vessel, and 

give it to the master, but the ship may still require from him tbe exertion of very great controlling force when 

he wishes, in the course of his manreuvres, to change the ship's head round rapidly from one course to another. 

Balance of sail and of body will help him to do this, but will not help him to do it quickly. 

To make a vessel very handy, and pivot about very quickly, ber longitudinal section should be deep, rather 

than long, and when its extreme length is decided, its effective length should be diminished 88 much 88 

possible by removing longitudinal area from the ends, and placing it near tbe middle. .Above all, much cnt.

water and fore-foot make a vessel unhandy and slow to come round. It is better, therefore, to have dead wood 

aft than forward, but removed from both ends as much as possible: rounding off the fore-foot and shortening 

the heel, are the most effectual ways to make a ship handy without injuring her other qualities; the effect of 

heel and fore-foot being to cause gripe, or resistance to turning round, which is the contrary of handiness. 
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With balanced ship and balanced sail, good trim, and little gripe, not much can be wanting to handi- Effect or rudder. 

ness. The rudder must do the rest. In these circumstances the rudder is nothing more than a means to 

hinder one side of the ship from getting forward so quickly and easily as the other, and so giving a bias 

to one side. The side which the rudder hinders falls behind, while the other gains an advantage over it, and 

turns round it. " Helm hard-a-lee," makes the ship go round to leeward. " Helm hard-a-port," makes her go 

It is a power to hinder-it puts a drag on one Rudder should l>e round to port : beyond this, there is nothing in a rudder. 
powerful, but 

side, it always diminishes speed, it never helps anything, and the cleverest helmsman is he who uses it least, sparingly used. 

the best ship is that which wants it least, and the best sailor is he who does most without it. A steersman, 

Q always yawing his ship about, steers badly; a ship taking much helm is badly trimmed; sails requiring much 

rudder are badly set. Nevertheless, it is above all things necessary that the rudder have ample power-great 

power, seldom used. A ship that will go for hours and hours with scarcely a touch of the helm is a ship well 

sailed; but, when wanted, the rudder must be able to do anything; and to be able to make a ship tum short 

and sharp round on her heel, may save her. The way to give power to a rudder seems to be no secret: it must 

l 

bear a certain proportion to a ship's length. A long ship requires a broad rudder. I consider that for every 

100 feet in the length of a ship, she wants 2 feet breadth of rudder, and I more; thus-Ioo feet long, will 

have a 3-feet rudder; 200 feet long, a 5-feet rudder j and 700 feet long, a I 5-feet rudder, 

Proportion of 
rudder to ship'a 
length. 

As to shape of rudder, there is little or nothing in it. Half the world say the top of the rudder is the Shape ohudder 
not very material, 

most valuable part, where the water has most effect, and that the rudder should be widest there. The other 

half say it should have most bottom, for that bottom is most effective. I think both are crotchets; but there 

may be something peculiar in the case of some ships, to render both exceptionally true. 

The fault of having the widest part of the rudder above is, that there exactly a rough sea will strike the 

rudder most heavily; so that in heavy weather, wh~n you want the helmsman to have most command of his 

helm, you enable the sea to strike it out of his hand. This is a grave error. 

Of the two, there is less harm in making the rudder widest near the heel, for, being well buried under 

water, the wave surface of the sea has less action upon it, and so in bad weather the helmsman is able 

to command hi~ ship as he ought. But, on the other hand, the heel of the ship, especially in the old 

wooden screw-ships, may be her weakest part, and to put more strain than necessary on a weak place is 

scarcely wise. The result is, that if a rudder must have a widest place, it is better that it should neither be but perhape is 
beet. rounded 

at the top nor at the bottom. It is wise, perhaps, to round off the rudder gently both towards the heel gently At both 

and the head, so that the rounding of the heel shall keep it out of the way of striking the ground in a head and heel. 

shallow or n.arro_!F. channel, av..d. the rounding above shall keep it -from .. being -.struck . .hea=vily. .by--surla.ce -waves. ·· ~ 
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may be something peculiar in the case ot some ships, to render both exception~y true. 

The fault of having the widest part of the rudder above is, that there exactly a rough sea will strike the 

rudder most heavily ; so that in heavy weather, when you want the helmsman to have most command of his 

helm, you enable the sea to strike it out of his hand. This is a grave error. 

Of the two, there is less harm in making the rudder widest near the heel, for, being well buried under 

water, the wave surlace of the sea has less action upon it, and so in bad weather the helmsman is able 

to command his ship as he ought. But, on the other band, the heel of the ship, especially in the old 

wooden screw-ships, may be her weakest part, and to put more strain than necessary on a weak place is 

scarcely wise. The result is, that if a rudder must have a widest place, it is better that it should neither be 

at the top nor at the bottom. It is wise, perhaps, to round off the rudder gently both towards the heel 

and the head, so that the rounding of the heel shall keep it out of the way of striking the ground in a 

shallow or narrow channel, and the rounding above shall keep it from being struck heavily by surface waves. 

There will always be a delicate question about the quantity of rudder to be given to a vessel destined for 

any special purpose. H you believe that your rudder will always be committed to wise hands, who will never 

use more than en~ugh, you may safely give them plenty of rudder, leaving it to their discretion to spare its 

use. Strictly speaking, such people should have as much rudder as they can conveniently command and handle, 

because with powerful rudders you can make a ship perform manmnvres impossible with BIDall ones. To be 

able to come round very fast will often give a ship the weather-gauge of another, and in the contest of war 

for victory, or of sport for a challenge cup, ability to execute difficult manmuvres rapidly is often in itself a 

source of success. A ship well in hand is often better than one which is faster, but runs wild. Therefore, 

put into the hands of a wise man a powerf'ul rudder. 

( Unluckily, the naval constructor has sometimes the misfortune to have his finest tools intrusted to the 

hands of fools. In such cases it is to be desired that the rudder should be proportioned to the capacities 

of the man, and not to those of the ship, and then the rudder should not be so powerful as to enable the ship 

rapidly to perfonn the intended ma.nmuvre, lest it should outrun the wits of the fool in command. The ship 

should be able to come round only jWJt so quickly that the governing intelligence may keep pace with her move

ment, nnd see what she is going to do. Only, therefore, to a quick-witted man intrust a quick-working ship. 

For a slow ship, and a slow captain, a rather narrow rudder will be the best. The motions of the ship 

will, in that case, be slow ; they will give time for thought, and will be less likely to run the vessel into 

mischief. For such ships two-thirds of the dimensions I have given will be enough. 

Of the exact proportions of ship•s body, of sail area, and of rudder surface, which go to make a ship all we 

may desire, more will have to be said in detail under the three separate heads. 
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0 CHAPTER XIV. 0 

ON BALANCE OF BODY AND BALANCE OF SAIL. 

WE have seen that handiness, manageableness, or ready obedience of a ship to the will of her commander, arise 

out of the due combination of balance of sail, balance of body, and power of rudder; we have seen how, without 

these, a vessel steers wild, and flies beyond control; that with too much fore-sail the vessel drives to leeward 

head foremost, and with too much after-sail she drives to leeward stem foremost, or, which is the same thing, 

her head comes up into the wind. In the same manner, if the body be unbalanced, having too much gripe, 

or hold of the water forward, the stern will drift down to leeward ; and if too little hold of the water forward, 

the bow will fall off to leeward. 

Wben, either through want of balance of sail, or of balance of body in the water, the ship shows a tendency 

to fall off at the bow to leeward, or to fall off at the stern to leeward, she is said to have two opposite defects 

-one called leewardliness: and the other called ardency. These defects ought to be corrected, either by trim 

of sail or by trim of ship. If not corrected, they must be counteracted by the action of the rudder ; but, as 

the rudder is a hindrance applied on one side, and in no case a help, speed is lost in the degree in which the 

rudder is used. The tendency to go up into the wind, and the tendency to fall off the wind, or ardency and 

its opposite, require palliatives of opposite kind. Ardency implies that the ship must always carry weather

helm; want of ardency implies that she must always carry lee-helm. Of these two evils ardency is reckoned the 

less; aud it is therefore usual to trim a ship so that she shall always carry a very little weather-helm. 

The point in the length of the ship, on both sides of which the sails halauce, is called " the centre of effort 

of the sails;" the point in the water on both sides of which, fore and aft, the body balances-or, to put it 

otherwise, the point in the air on both sides of which, fore and aft, the pressure of the wind on the sails 

balances, and the point in the water on both sides of which, fore and aft, the resistance of the water to the 

leewa.rdliness of the ship balances-these are respectively called "the centre of effort of sail," and "the centre 

of lateral resistance of ship." 

Tn a state of perfect trim of sail and trim of ship, that is, wheu a ship is so perfectly balanced as to be 

neither ardent nor leeward, reqniring neither lee nor weather-helm, the centre of effort and the centre of resist

ance would meet exactly in the same point of the length of the ship, and so the effort of sail and resistance of 

water fore and aft exactly connterpoisc one another. Unfortunately, there are few ships so constructed as that 

thi:-; happy f'oincidcnce shall take' place and be maintained at ull speeds, and in a.ll states of wind and weather. 

In a p<'rf(·ctly mathctuatically formed ''wave-line" vessel the coinci(leuce of the two has hcon fuUl.ld to b c exact 
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rudder is used. The tendency to go up into the wind, and the tendency to Call off' the wind, or ardency and 

it.B opposite, require pa.llia.tives of opposite kind. Ardency implies that the ship must always carry weather

helm; want of ardency implies that she must always carry lee-helm. Of these two evils ardency i.e reckoned the 

less; and it is therefore usual to trim a ship so that she shall always carry a fJt:ry little weather-helm. 

The point in the length of the ship, on both sides of w~ch the sa.ils balance, is called "the centre of effort 

of the sails;'' the point in the water on both sides of which, fore and aft, the body bala.ncee-or, to put it 

otherwise, the point in the air on both sides of which, fore and aft, the pressure of the wind on the sails 

balances, and the point in the water on both sides of which, fore and aft., the resistance of the water to the 

leewardliness of the ship balances-these are respectively called " the centre of effort of sail," and "the centre 

of lateral resistance of ship." 

In a state of perfect trim of sail and trim of ship, that is, when a ship is so perfectly balanced as to be 

neither ardent nor leeward, requiring neither lee nor weather-helm, the centre of effort and the centre of resjst

ance would meet exactly in the same point of the length of the ship, and so the effort of sail and resistance of 

water fore and aft exactly counterpoise one another. Unfortunately, there are few ships so constructed as that 

this happy coincidence shall take place and be maintained at all speeds, and in all states of wind and weather. 

In a perfectly mathematically formed "wave-line,. vessel the coincidence of the two has been found to be exact 

and perfeet; but, with the slightest deviation from the wave form, the perfection of this balance is at once 

deranged. In order to correct this want of adjustment, the centre of effort of the sails has to be moved 

forward; and in such a vessel as the " Duke of Wellington," for example, the whole of the masts and sails had 

to be placed forward from the true centre of resistance as much as 14 feet. In every vessel built on the old 

• Leewardlineae iB used in two eenaes, boW. of W.em equally saneti.oned by a common usage, so well established as to be past remedy. It iB nt.ed, as 

in Chapter XII., to exp.retl8 facility of drifting to leeward, and as in this chapter, for a tendency to fall off' W.e wind. A little attention on tb.e part of the 
reader will prennt his beiDg conlwsed by W.e ambiguity. 
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system, thi.s derangement of balance had to be taken into account, and allowed for, as an element in the original 

construction of the ship. Unluckily, it had to be allowed for by guess merely; and, therefore, nothing was so 

common as to hear that a new vessel had to undergo an entire change of arrangements from the impossibility 

of managing her, owing to the centres of effort and lateral resistance not coinciding. In such a case the usual 

remedy (if the error was slight) was to rake the masts a little forward or a little aft., in order to correct the 

balance of sail, or to put on a little dead wood forward or abaft, or to add a tapering false keel-all for the 

purpose of restoring the lost balance; and when these expedients failed, the masts, or some of them, had to 

be entirely moved out of place; an arrangement not only costly, but deranging to a great extent the interior 

economy of a ship of war. 

It must be reckoned a fortunate element in the system of wave-line construction that the derangement 

between the centre of effort of sail and centre of resistance of body vanishes. It is impossible to adjust these 

two centres to a more perfect balance for practical use, so as to have a ship easy to steer, requiring little 

helm, quite under command, and handy, than by merely taking care that they coincide in the same point 

of length. 

Remedies in vessels 
of other shape. 

But it is equally necessary to observe that this perfection of balance and handiness is not to be obtained Departure frotu 
wave form 01oves 

without an equal perfection of wave form. Every such deviation from exact truth in the form of a ship will centre of effort of 

exhibit derangement of balance. In exact proportion as any part of the bow is filled up beyond the pure sail forward ; 

wave line, the balance of sail and resistance will be disturbed, and it will be necessary, either to correct the 

shape of body, or to remove the centre of effort of sail forward, or to shift the centre of lateral resistance 

aft. The reason of this seems to be sufficiently plain. The wave form is the form of least resistance : its 

truth of construction is practically shown when the vessel (in deep water) shows no bow-wave, or breaks no 

water at the bow. Any untruth in the wave form at once shows itself in broken water, or the well-known 

wave on the bow, which is bad. The appearance of this obstacle to progress shows exactly where there is an 

expenditure of undue force, and it is this undue force and unnecessary resistance which deranges the centre of 

lateral resistance of the ship, and shifts it forward. Its tendency to do so increases with the velocity of the 

ship. It is to meet this shift of pressure, and to counteract it, that the centre of effort of the sails must follow 

it forward. But no one can tell precisely beforehand how much any deviation from truth in the form of the 

ship will remove the centre of resistance, and, therefore, it is impossible to say, what change in the centre of 

effort may be required to correct it. Unluckily, also, the deviation arising from incorrect form varies with the and their deviation 
varies with speed. 

speed, so that the difference which will restore the balance is not the same for all speeds. 

===-..._.....,. ___ l!!ll!ili¥-..u ..,,~.··~Ttt::1.:1rthmrt-\lt;,, r:. -1tltbbcrefore. is to be- .obt1tined on this poiat.;--except-by--tbe=-p~ion - of-.. the - absolute- tl'utb · ---
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aft. The reason oC this seems to be swhdently plain. The wave form is the .torm oC least resistance: its 

truth oC construction is practically shown when the vessel (in deep water) shows no bow-wave, or breaks no 

water at the bow. Any untruth in the wave Corm at once shows itself in broken water, or the well-known 

wave on the bow, which is bad. The appearance of this obstacle to progress shows exactly where there is an 

expenditure of undue force, and it is this undue force and unnecessary resistance which deranges the centre or 

lateral resistance of the ship, and shifts it forward. Its tendency to do so increases with the velocity oC the 

ship. It ia to meet this shift. of pressure, and to counteract it, that the centre or effort or the sails must follow 

it forward. But no one can tell precisely beforehand how much any deviation from truth in the form or the 

ship ·will remove the centre or resistance, and, therefore, it is impossible to say, what change in the centre or 

effort may be required to correct it. Unluckily, also, the deviation arising from incorrect form varies with the and their deviation 
varies with speed. 

speed, so that the difference which will restore the balance is not the same Cor all speeds. 

No certainty, therefore, is to be obtained on this point, except by the preservation oC the absolute truth 

of the wave Corm. 

There is another curious cause of deviation between the centres or effort and resistance. If a ship has a Straight middle 
body gives 

long, straight, middle body, she will have a tendency to ardency, arising from length alone. Even if the two ardency. 

ends be perfect wave-ends, a long, straight, middle body will have this tendency to disturb their balance. Of 

this singular phenomenon oC deviation, arising from length oC middle body, I will not pretend to give an exact 

measure, but I will attempt an explanation of a fact which it is impossible to ignore. A long, parallel-bodied 

ship certainly loses her power to carry after-sail; and if I must venture an explanation, it is, that a long ship, 

by the 11?-ere progress or its skin through the water, drags with it, and puts into motion by adhesion merely, so 

great a quantity of the water in its neighbourhood, that at the last, when near the stern, the water has ceased 

Q to offer lateral resistance, because it bas already received the same motion as the ship herself. At the stem, 

therefore, there is little or nothing left to resist the ship ; and so, from deficiency of stern resistance, the after-

part loses power to carry after-sail, and the ship becomes ardent. Even wave-formed ends, therefore, will not 

compensate for this fault of long middle body. If I am asked to what limit this extends, I may say that in a 

vessel 6o feet beam, with 90 feet or middle body, it has not been sensible, but with similar ends with 1oo feet 

middle body, it has become a very sensible quantity. This deviation, therefore, from the true form, while it . 
is attended with mercantile advantages not to be despised, must be t.'l.ken with its disadvantages. In order EapU.oatiou. 

thoroughly to apprehend the nature or this fact, let us conceive a thin, fiat board, moving edgeways through 

the water, and also pressed sideways by a Coree like the wind at right angles ro it. Let UB next consider what 

happens to a particle of water placed to leeward of this thin board. When the board first touches it, it has 

no lec·wn.rd motion, but it immediately acquires it ;-small at first, bnt gradually growing, as the following parts 

3/l 

---- - ----· 
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of the board successively press it, and, as each succeeding part of the board finds the water ah·eady put in 

leeward motion, it follows that the latter parts of the board are in contact with particles already moving so fast 

to leeward that, unless they accelerate their leeward speed, they will experience no lateral pressure from the 

water. Hence, two effects must follow; the after~po.rts of the board will have less pressure on them than the 

fore-parts, and also the after-parts will be moving to leeward faster than the fore-parts. This is the explanation 

of the ardency produced by a long, pa.rallel, middle body. 

Another source of derangement between the centres of effort and resistance will be found in any deviation 

from the water-line, which may be produced in the change of shape in the vessel as she heels over from the 

pressure of side wind. If a full part of the ship comes into the water on heeling over, that part will cause 

its own special resistance, and, so far as it deviates from the true form, will cause an excess of pressure at 

that point, and a derangement of the centres of balance: it will, in fact, make the vessel behave as if she 

had a curved keel, concave to the wind. .Another reason why heeling produces ardency, is that it forces the 

centre of effort of sail to leeward, so as to make the masts exert a horizontal leverage, to bring the ship's 

head into the wind. Apart from heeling, there is also a small element of ardency in the case of fore-and-aft 

sails, from their centre of effort being invariably to leeward. Theoretically, the bellying of square sails should 

tend in the same direction, but I believe that this cause is not appreciable in practice. 

T'lere is another caUBe of deviation which must take e.ff~t in all vessels, of whatever form, but I take it 

last, because its action is slight, and is not, except in the case of very great length of middle body (as noti~ 

before), of sufficient consequence to rank as an element in the adjustment of the centres,-! mean, the resistance 

of the adhesive film of water on the skin of every ship. This adhesive film is scarcely a visible thickness at 

the bow; it increases uniformly with the distance from the bow towards the stem, where it is greatest: the 

invisible film seems to grow as it goes, by attaching to itself another and another outside film on each foot of 

progress, and, all added together, the entire film has a thickness of a foot or more on each side, at the stem. 

This may diminish the lateral resistance, but it seems just enough to give the . vessel that degree of ardency, 

which is preferable to the smallest degree of the opposite quality ; and when no other source of derangement 

than this reiD:ains, the naval architect may safely congratulate himself on having completed that part of his 

business satisfactorily. One other source of disturbance will always remain, which he can neither foresee nor 

prevent-the winds and the waves will always act irregularly on the ship. But when he has done the pre-
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of the adhesive film of water on the skin of every ship. This adhesive film is scarcely a visible thickness at 

the bow ; it increases uniformly with the dista.nce from the bow towards the stern, where it is greatest : the 

invisible film seems to grow as it goes, by attaching to itself another and another outside film on each foot of 

progress, and; all added together, the entire film has a thickness of a foot or more on each side, at the stern. 

This may diminish the lateral resistance, but it seems just enough to give the vessel that degree of ardency, 

which is preferable to the smallest degree of the opposite quality; and when no other source of derangement 

than this remains, the n~val architect may safely congratulate himself on having completed that part of his 

business satisfactorily. One ~ther source of disturbance will always remain, which he can neither foresee nor 

prevent-the winds and the waves will always act irregularly on the ship. But when he has done the pre

ceding parts of his work well, he will leave the mind of the helmsman and the action of the rudder perfectly 

disengaged from all unnecessary work, and free to be disposed of in that cautious, ready, and prompt counter

action of the winds and the waves, which is the business of the thoughtful and wawhful seaman. 

It is the duty of the shipbuilder to make an exact calculation on the body of his ship, so that, when 

loaded in the water to its proper line, the lateral resistance to lee-way shall be found at its proper point in 

the length of the ship. This central balancing point he calls " the centre of lateral resistance," and it should 

be a little abaft the centre of the ship. 

His next duty is to make an exact calculation of the sails of his ship, so that the pressure of U1e wind 

upon all the sails may have its central balancing point rightly placed in reference to the centre of resistance 

of the ship. This is called " the centre of effort of sail," and should be so adjusted as neither to be too ncar 

the bow, nor too far from it. In some pure wave-line vessels I have found it necessary to place the .centre of 

lateral resistance of ship, and the centre of effort of sail, precisely one over the other; but, in the forms of 

ordinary sailing-vessels, it is found necessary to have the centre of resistance a little abaft. the middle of the 

ship, and the centre of effort of sail a little forward of the middle. To bring the centre of resistance aft, a 

ship is generally trimmed two feet by the stern; and to carry the centre of effort forward, additional sail, beyond 

the quo.ntity proper for a vessel on even keel, is carried on the bowsprit. By these means, a distance of about 

one-twentieth part of the length of the ship may be placed between these two centres, and in most ships this i~ 

sufficient for the purpose. I give below a table, showing the distance, to which trimming the ship by the 

stern will ' shift the centre of resistance backwards, and also the additional area of sail on the bowsprit, which 

will suffice to place an interval of one-twentieth of the ship's length between the centres. 

But, however exactly the navo.l architect may have designed bis ship, the trimming of the sails and ship 

must remain essentially a part of the master's duty, because the trim of the ship is chiefly a question of 

8towage of cargo and disposition of weights; aud as this is always varying in a steam-ship, and can always be 
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ill or well done in a s~iling-vessel, the original constructor of a ship, however wise, can never dispense with 

the watchfulness and judgment of the master mariner. 

There is another cause for constant watchfulness as to trim, in the fact that most ships shift their centre Centre of resist-

{ 1 h d d 
ance may vary at 

o ateral resistance forward, as t eir spee increases, an therefore require after-sail to be diminished, more different speeds. 

than fore-sail, as the wind rises. The first duty, therefore, of an officer in command of a new ship, or starting 

on a fresh trim, is to determine the proper balance of ship and sail. He should shift weights forward and aft, 

until he finds the trim which will enable him to carry the proper sails ; and, having done this, should carefully 

study _how the quantity of sail must be adjusted in the various degrees of strength of wind, so as to measure 

this balance. It is in this way, that a skilful captain will often make a ship fast by trim alone, whereas an 

ignorant commander will fail to :find out the good points in a ship, because he does not systematically look for 

them by studying her performance under every variety of trim at his command. In this way, the captain, even 

more than the naval architect, makes the character of his ship. 

The sum of what we know in regard to balance of body, and balance of sail and trim, is shortly as follows,- Summary. 

The middle of the length of a ship is the balance-point or centre of lateral resistance of a ship, if she be 

nearly at rest, drifting to leeward, and if she be on even keel, with upright stem and stem-post. 

Trim of ship by the stem shifts the centre of lateral resistance from the middle towards the stem. An 

inch of trim to a foot of draft shifts the centre of lateral resistance abaft the middle hy one hundred and forty

fourth part of the length of the ship. Or the excess aft, represented by a fraction of the draft amidships (say 

one-sixth), multiplied by one-twelfth of the ship's length, gives the shift abaft caused by trim. Raking the stern-

post and rounding the stem also shift the centre of lateral resistance forward or aft. Raking the stern-post 

shifts this centre forwards one quarter of the rake. Rounding the stem, so as to make it a quarter of a circle, 

shifts the centre aft by about one-tenth of the draft at the stem. 

In the most ordinary shape of ships these last counteract each other, and if the draft fore an:d aft be nearly 

equal, the centre of lateral resistance at rest is in the middle of the length. 

If we wish to :find what amount of trim will balance a given amount of rake of stern-post we must use the 

approximate formula,-

or else refer to the following table, which has been calculated from this formula:-

Trim and rake com· 
pared. 
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one·SIXf:.nJ, multiplied by OR@~tweltlh of •he ship's- length, gives the shift· abaft ('used by vim. Raking the-stem

post and rounding the stem also sh~t the centre of lateral resistance forward or aft. Raking the stern-post 

shifts this centre forwards one quarter of the rake. Rounding the stem, so as to ma.ke it a quarter of a circle, 

shifts the centre aft by about one~tenth of the draft at the stem. 

In the most ordinary shape of ships these last counteract each other, and if the draft fore and at\ be nearly 

equal, the centre of lateral resistance at rest is in the middle of the length. 

If we wish to find what amount of trim will balance a given amount of rake of stem-post we must use the 

approximate fonnula,-
t.rim _ tim draft amidships 
rake - 3 es length 

or else refer to the following table, which has been calculated from this formula:-

TABLE SHOWING RAKE OF STERN-POST REQUIRED TO BALANCE A GIVEN TRIM, 

OR DIFFERENCE OF DRAFT FORWARD AND AFT. 

Jnche• of RAKE OF Ell'lmN-POST. Inche~~ o( lUKE OF STERN-POST. 
diJf~ or trim diffmmee of trim 

to t:rery I n inche., to eTer)' In inehee, 
foot of dnA to en:ry foot of 

In lnctian o£ Decimal fraction of foot oC draft to t:rery root of 
In :fnetion of Decimal fraetion oC 

amid•hi~. leu~ ol veeeel. 
length. length. amichhipL length ol veueL 

length. length. 

0"5 '17 I 0'01389 3'5 I'IJ ]_ 0'097 22 -
7'l 71J. 

1 '33 
1 0'02778 1 '33 

I 
O'lllll 

J6 4- -
9 

1'5 '50 
1 0'04-16 7 4-' 5 

I 0' 12500 - 1'50 8 24 

·67 I 
0'05556 1'67 s O'I3889 2 18 5 J6 

·83 .1.. 0'0694-4 1'83 
II 

0'15278 2'5 5'5 -
7'l 71J. 

I 
0'08333 6 

I 
o·x6667 3 I - 2 6 l'l . 

The mere statical resistance of a thin plate, floating vertically, to lateral motion, is collected at its centre of Statical resistance 
or thin plate not in 

pressure, not at its actual centre of gravity. But there is less practical error in calculating by means of the poiut. 

latter, for several l'casons; a.mong which one is, thnt wh('n lateral motion has once beguu, the water is heaped 
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up in front of the plate, while a hollow is formed behind it. This creates a resistance at the surface, which 

more than compensates for the increased pressure of greater depths. In rapid motion, the centre of lateral 

resistance is found, in practice, to be considerably above the centre of gravity of the longitudinal section, instead 

of below it, as is the centre of hydrostatic pressure. 

Effect of motion. But the centre of lateral resistance of a ship with a full bow and water-line forward is shifted forward, from 

Met by trimming 
sail. 

Proper bala.nce· 
point f'or sail. 

the moment she has speed, because the resistance on the lee-bow is greater than on the weather-bow, and because 

the resistance of water to a bow in motion is much greater than to the stern. The leeward motion also makes 

the resistance fall more directly on the bow than on the stern. Next, the lee-bow is altered in form when the 

ship heels over by the wind and becomes fuller than the weather-bow. Hence such vessels, as they increase in 

speed, experience increasing pressure on the bow and not on the stem, thus driving the bow up into the wind, 

~nd allowing the stern to drift to leeward. 

This disturbance of balance of the lateral resistance of the body of the ship has to be met in two ways. 

The ship has to be trimmed by the stem, which helps to bring back the centre of lateral resistance to the 

middle. Or it may be met in another way-more sail may be carried on forward to counteract this effect. 

The shift. of centre of effort of all the sails forward, is the mode of correcting this disturbance of the centre 

of resistance, which is most employed by naval architects ; but it is not possible to make this adjustment 

absolute beforehand ; each form of ship has its own peculiarity in this respect. One ship will balance her sail 

with its centre exactly on the middle of the water-line, another will carry it one-tenth of her length forward of 

the middle. 

As a general rule, I should say, that any vessel, having her water-lines of bow convex, may be expected 

to carry her balance point of ship to balance point of sail, whether going free or on a wind, one·twentieth part 

of her length before her middle, reckoned on the water4 line and nearly on even keel. If the centre of the 

longitu~nal vertical plane be much out of the middle of the length, the centre of effort must follow it. 

Only in a sharp hollow-bowed vessel, built on the pure wave-line form, this balance of body and sail is 

perfect and exact, and undergoes no disturbance, so that the centre of effort of the sail may be placed exactly 

over the centre of gravity of the longitudinal vertical plane. 
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ON SYMMETRY, FASillON, AND HANDINESS OF SAliS. 

HITHERTO we have studied sails with reference only to their effect on the ship, in so far as concerns the work Fashion of .s&il 

f h l h . Wh h th h' th • question or o t e nava arc 1tect. et er ey are well proportioned in size to the s tp; whe er they are well balanced, seamanship. 

so as to leave the ship free in her movements ; whether they are so proportioned in dimension, that they drive, 

0 without overpowering, the ship ; whether they can be varied in quantity to any extent, without derangement of 

balance, and always leave the ship under command of the helm: when these questions are satisfactorily answered, 

then the first great requisites of the naval constructor are accomplished. But other things are demanded of us, 

besides this first essential, their use to the ship. We must please the sailor in the figure, distribution, and cut of 

his sails. They must be eye-sweet; they must not merely be purpose-like. Their fashion must please the sailor's 

fancy. Beyond this, they must fit his personal convenience and use. They must sit well, stand well, draw 

well, be easily set, easily worked, easily reefed, easily taken in: in short, be conveniently, easily, and safely 

hamdled. I think it quite right that, on this point, the will of the sailor should rule the design. The quantity 

and balance of sail is in the vocation of the naval architect; but the symmetry, fashion, and cut of his sails, 

is in the vocation of the seaman, not of the landsman. What the naval architect has to consider is, how he 

shall give the seaman all he wants in his fashion, without compromising the other conditions on which the 

c 
ship is designed. This requires skill; and for this purpose all we have said about balance of sail and of ship, 

forms an excellent basis, on which may be gra.f\ed any amount of fashion and of fancy, of fitness and of 

handiness. 

Let us suppose a full-rigged ship, with three square-rigged masts, to have been designed; and the place of 

all the chief sails, their areas and their dimensions, to be laid down on a sail-draft, by the rules already given; 

and the question now to be raised is, How may the fashion of the sails be altered, without disturbing their 

balance, or changing their quantity! 

Our plates show the di1ferent fashion of square sail on eight masts of eight different ships, three difFerent PLA'l'E.S XV. 
and XVI. 

sail areas being ·shown on each mast; one, the standard area in four sails, the other in three ; and the fBBhion 

adopted for the same sail in each named ship. From these, the great variety in Cashion, for the same area, · is 

manifest. 

For every square sail on every mast there arise three main- oueetions: -I st .. Tal)(U'-Of..,ail ... -Or dim.in11tion nr 
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-well;-De- easily set, easily worked, easily reefed, easily taken in: in short, be conveniently, easily, and safely 

handled .. . I think ~t quite right that, on this point, the will of the sa.ilor should rule the design. The quantity 

and balance of sail is in the vocation of the naval architect; but the symmetry, fashion, and cut of his sails, 

is in the vocation of the seaman, not of the landsman. What the naval architect has to consider is, how he 

shall give the seaman all he wants in his fashio~ withou~ compromi~ing the other conditions on which the 

ship_ is designed. This requires skill; and for this purpose all we have said about balance of sail and of ship, 

forms an excellent basis, on which may be grafted any amount of fashion and of fancy, of fitness and of 

handiness. 

Let us suppose a full-rigged ship, with three square-rigged masts, to have been designed; and the place of 

all the chief sails, their areas and their dimensions, to be laid down on a sail-draft, by the rnles already given; 

and the question now to be raised is, How may the fashion of the sails be altered, without disturbing their 

balance, or changing their quantity! 

Our plates shmv the different fashion of square sail on eight masts of eight different ships, three different PLATEs XV. 
and XVI. 

sail areas being shown on each mast; one, the stAndard area in four sails, the other in three ; and the fashion 

adopted for the same sail in each named ship. F rom these, the great variety in fashion, for the same area, is 

manifest. 

For every squa:re sail on every mast there arise three main questions: 1st. Taper of sail, or diminution of 

the head of each sail, compared with width at the foot. 2nd. Proportion of height to width, or spread of sail 

m proportion to hoist. 3rd. Subdivision of sails on a mast. 

C· I. Diminution of the head of the sails on a gi'Den mtUt.-The sails on the same mast may all have the Ta~r of saila. 

same taper, diminishing in one straight line; or they may vary in ta~r. 

It is perhaps, most obvious, that whatever reason exists for a certAin taper in a given sail, will apply equally 

to that above it. That the sails on all three masts should have the same taper for one and all, seems self

evident. I think, al~o, there is a general preference for having one proportion for the dim.inution of the head 

of the sail running through all the high sails of the same mast, especially where the subdivisions a:re numerous. 

But, on the other hand, it is a frequent practice to narrow most the heads of the highest sails. 

L.-- -------------
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the additional sails be so placed and proportioned, as not to disturb the original balance. By means of a bm"'r

sprit, we may carry the sail forward until it ends in a point, but we must take care to extend the sail also 

backward (see fig. E), sufficiently far to countervail the addition in front, otherwise the wind will tend to make.> 

the ship sheer round, and the balance will be destroyed. The whole sail will thus become one large triangle. 

This fonn is extremely convenient for vessels carrying fore-and-aft sail, but these additional sails fore and aft 

may be, and indeed are, mere patches. These patches, however, are often used simply as balancing, or directing, 

or steering sails, to steady the vessel, without any regard to their propelling power. Such a triangular sail 

is sometimes carried by a single mast, and sometimes divided, in the same manner as lug-sailB; and it is 

curious to observe, how differently the whims of the sailors of these vessels may be indulged, as to the mode 

of supporting and carrying sails; fo~ in a triangular sail, as shown in F, I have seen the single sail equally 

well carried by an upright mast in the middle of the boat, by a mast in the bow raking violently aft, and by 

a mast aft raking as violently forward; the one condition only being fulfilled, of leaving the balance of sail 

unchanged. 

It is well known, that all triangles on the same base, having the same height, contain the same area, 

and when once we have obtained a triangular area of sail, we may change that in shape as we please, pro

vided we keep it of the same height. What we have to notice, however, is, that as we change the shape 

of the triangle, we shift with it the place of effort of the sail: thus, the two triangular sails in figure G are 

of equal area, but the centre of effort has been shifted forward by the change of shape. 

The balance of sail will be destroyed, if, in dividing the sail area, we do not take care, that in any new 

distribution we make, the place of centre of effort is not shifted by that distribution ; not only must the 

portions, cut off from one part of the sail-area, be supplied in quantity by · another, but we must also see, that 

in their new positions the new parts do not gain or lose power of balance ; power of balance being effectual 

distance : we must, therefore, learn to calculate the exact effect of sails placed at different distances. 

To calculate the balance of sail, we have two simple and convenient principles. A triangular sail has its 

centre of effort in the line which joins any of its corners to the middle of the opposite side, and is nearer to 

the side than to the comer, in the proportion of 1 to 2; so that, by dividing the line into three equal parts, 

and marking the division which lies nearest the side, you mark the centre of effort of the sail ; or it may be 

found by drawing lines from two corners to the middle points of the opposite sides: it will then be at the 
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-of equal .area, .but.J.he -GeJ;l!J:~--of e( -u_ha.s been_shi.t\ed_(o"!8l'd_!>L_the ch;nf1e of shape. 
The balance of sail will be destroyed, if, in dividing the sail area, wV do not take care, that in a.ny new 

distribution we make, the place of centre of effort is not shifted by that distribution; not only must the 

portions, cut off from one part of the sail-area, be supplied in quantity by · another, but we must also see, that 

in their new positions the new parts do not gain or lose power of balance; power of balance being effectual 

distance: we must, therefore, learn to calculate the exact effect of sails placed at different distances. 

To calculate the balance of sa.il, we have two simple and convenient principles. A triangular sail has its 

centre of effort in the line which joins any of itB corners to the middle of the opposite side, and is nearer to 

the side than to the corner, in the proportion of 1 to 2; so that, by dividing the line into three equal parts, 

and marking the division which lies nearest the side, you mark the centre of effort of the sail; or it may be 

found by drawing lines from two corners to the middle points of the opposite sides : it will then be at the 

intersection of these two lines. 

Now it fortunately happens that the shapes of all sails, if not triangles, can be divided into triangles merely 

by drawing a line through two opposite corners; each part of the sail can thus have itB centre of effort 

separately found. 

Having thus found the centres of effort of all the sails, or of all their separate parts, the question next 

in order is: How do we find the joint effort or effect of any pair, or any number, of triangular sails, or parts 

of sails! This we do by the principle of balance, which is well known to be as follows :-In order that two 

equal sails may balance, they must be at equal distances from the point round which they are intended to 

balance, otherwise the one at the greatest distance will sway the other out of its place ; hence, equal sails will 

only balance at. equal distances. The equal distances are to be reckoned from the centres of gravity of the 

respective sails; if, therefore, there are only two equal sails in a ship, the balance is easy, for we have only to 

place their centres equi.distant from the balance-point in the ship, and the sails will balance. The joint centre 

of effort of two equal sails, therefore, lies in the line of, and half-way between, their respective centres of 

effort. 

But we may have a pair of unequal sails, and unequal in any proportion: say, 2 to 3· The way to balance 

them is, to give the less sail the longer end of the balance, and to give the longer end the same preponderance 

in length over the shorter, as the larger sail has over the smaller : thus, the longer distance, combined ,vith the 

smaller area of sail, compensates the larger area, combined with the shorter distance. To see that they n.l'e 

equal, ~e multiply the sail area in the one by its distance, and the sail area in the other by its distance; 

and when these products are equal, we have the balance sought. 

Sllppose, on this principle, we want to find the centre of effort of a sail composed of two trianguln.r parts: 

we o.h·endy know how to find the centre of effort of each,-we join these centres by a line, we divide thit; whole 

line into as many equal parts as there are fathoms of area in the whole sail, nnd we give to the lesser portion a. 
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greater number of these parts, and to the greater portion a less number, dividing the line in the inverse pro

portion of the areas: the point of division is the joint centre of effort of the sail. 

If, now, there were a number of sails, some on one side, and some on the other, of an intended balance- For a numbet· 
of sails. 

point, and the question were asked, whether they balance, we should multiply the areas of all the sails by their 

distance from the balance-point, and, if the sum of the products on the one side were equal to the sum of the 

products on the other side, there would be a balance. To make a balance, therefore, we have merely to coutrh·e 

that the sums of the products of the sail nreas on opposite sides, by their distances from the balance-points, 

shall be equal. 

I t is plain, therefore, that to bring about a balance where it does not exist, we may either substitute a How balance may 
be rcctifieJ. 

larger sail on the wanting side for a smaller one, or we may shift the place of sail nearer to, or farther away 

from, the centre, as required. A ship of which the sails are ill balanced may be rectified by the captain, by the 

different quantity of sail he may choose to set; or it may be rectified, on a larger scale, by shifting the place of 

the masts, or, in a smaller degree, by causing a mast to rake more or less forward or aft. "'Wb.ere these remedies 

may be impossible or inconvenient, the centre of resistance of the body of the ship may be shifted towards the 

centre of effort of the 13ail, by trimming the vessel a little more forward, or aft ; as it is plain, that trimming by 

the stern will bring it aft, and trimming by the head will bring it forward. 

We may now proceed to establish proportions, according to which the masts and sails of a ship may be Place of masts. 

divided and distributed. I will take for this purpose a vessel which has three masts, and I will suppose the 

vessel to be of a pure wave form, to be on even keel, her length to be divided into ten equal parts, and her 

bowsprit to extend so as to bring the centre of the jib 5'41 of such tenth parts beyond the stem, the extremity of 

the driver being one-tenth part beyond the stern. For the distribution of sail, make the follo"ing diYision,

Divide the sail area into 24 equal parts: 7 '07 1 of these are for the foremast, 10 for the mainmast, 1·6 5 

for the driver, 3'35 for the other sails ou the mizenmast, and the remainder, or 1'929, for the jib. The place 

of the mizenmast is one-tenth from the stern, of the foremast two-tenths from the bow, and of the mainmast 

three-tenths from the mizen, or one-tenth from the middle, having four-tenths between the fore and mainmast. 

Reckoning from the centre of lateral resistance of the yessel, which, on an even keel, is the middle of her 

length, we h ave the following arrangements,-

&iJ.. Quantitiea. 
EfFective Total eff.ect.. or 
dilinnCB. total d orta. 

Driver 1'65 X 5 - 8'25 

Mizen-· ·----:-- --;-~3-S )( 4' 13"40 

Distribution of 
sail 00 nJIIStS. 
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,_ ~-"'I)Vn" w extcuu so as to urwg the __ centre of the j.i.t;Ls:_<f,l of such tenth parts. beyond..-the stem,- the extremity of - ~ - -· ··· · · 

the driver being one-tenth part. beyond the stern. For the dist.Iibntion of sa.il, make the following division,- DiatributioD of 
..UoDmutA-

Divide the sail area into 2.._ equal parts: 7·071 of these are for the foremast, 10 for the mainmast, t·6s 

for the driver , 3'35 for the other sails on the mizenmast, a.nd the remainder, or r929, for the jib. The place 

of the mizenmaat. is one-tenth from the stem, of the foremast two-tenths from the bow, a.nd of the mainmast 

three-tenths from the mizen, or one-tenth from the middle, having four-tenths between the fore a.nd mainmast. 

Reckoning from the centre of lateral resistance of the yessel, which, on an even keel, is the middle of her 

length, we have the following arrangements,-

s.u.. 

Driver 

Mizen 

Main 

Fore 

Jib 

Total 

Quanti tie.. 

1'65 

3'35 

10 

7'071. 

~"9 29 

24 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

::EA'ec:Un ToCal e!'eot.t or 
ru..noee. tot.ll!dbt4. 

5 - 8'25 

4 - 13'40 

I - 10 

31'65 after moments. 

3 - 21 ' 213 

5'41 - 10 ' ... 36 

3 1'649 fore momenta. 

The explanation of this table ie simple; the five parts which form the mizen-sails consist of 3'35 of the 

square or upper sails, and the other r6 5 of the driver, which driver has its centre of effort one division further 

aft than the upper sails: the parts which form the upper sails are therefore multiplied by +, and give an effect 

of 13·4, while the parts which form the driver act. at a distance of 5, and give an effect. of 8·25. 

The 10 parts which form the mainmast sail area are only at one division from the ceutre, and give an effect 

of 1 o ; therefore the total effect of the a.fter-sails is represented by figure 31 ·6 5· 

The 7'o71 parts of sail on the foremast are 3 divisions forward of the middle, and therefore give an effect. 

of 21'213, while the 1·929 parts which form the j ib, acting of 5'41 tenths from the middle, give an effect of 

1 o· 436 ; the foremast. and the jib making together an effect of 31·6.._9 . . 
This gives the balance of sail we want.; and it may be observed that the jib, though small, has as much 

absolute effect on the balance of sail as all the sail on the mainmast, nay, rather larger, while the mizen, though 

companltively small, actually balances the foremast. It. is convenient to remember, in working a ship, that you 

J ib balaDces sail 
on ruaiomN;t.. 

may use the so.il on the mainmast. and the jib as a balance for one another ; while, for other purposes, you Foremut Mila 
bal&Dce after.W!s. 

may use the sails on the mizen and on the foremast, also as balancing each other ; either set alone could work 
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the ship. It is also worthy of notice, that the jib may be made to hnlanc"' exactly the upper sail!S ou th(• 

mizen. It will thus be seen that the total moments of the sails forward a.ro represented hy 3 1·649 ; the total 

effect of those abaft by 3 x-65; o.nd the total number of component parts of sail nrc represented by 24. 

It now remains to be considered how to proportion the various sails on these different maats. 

xst. Of the 5 parts of so.il on the mizen, z·65 go to the driver, and the remainder is divided between 

topso.il, topgallant-sail, and royal, in the following proportion,-Mizen-topsail, I' 5 I 8 ; mizen-topgallant, I '07 3 ; 

and mizen-royal, o·7 59· 
2nd. Of the 10 parts of snil which go to the mainmast, 3'3 form the main-course, 3'035 form th0 maintop-

sail, 2 ·I 4 7 fonn the main-topgallant-sail, and I· 518 the main-royal. 

3rd. Of the 7'07I which go to the foremast, 2'3333 form the fore-course, .z·147 form the fo1·etop-sail, rsx8 

form the fore-topgallant-so.il, and x·o73 form the fore-royal-

Mosts. &ile. 

r Driver 1'65 X 5 - 8'25 

} Mizen 
Top!:.ail . . 1'5 I 8 X 4 - 6'072 

2 x·6s 

1 1 Topgallant-sail 1'073 X 4 - 4'292 

Royal . . . 0'759 X 4 - 3'036 J I 
Course 

~ 31'65 
3'3 X I - 3'3 I 

Main 
Topsail. 3'035 X I - 3'035 

J IO 
Topgallant-sail 2'147 X I - 2'I47 

Royal I' 518 X I - 1'518 

Course 2'333 X 3 - 6'999 

Topsail. 2'147 X 3 - 6'441 
Fore 

Topg-c:t.llant-sail 
21'213 

I' 518 X 3 - 4'554 

Royal 1'073 X 3 - 3'2 19 3 I'649 

Jib I'9 2 9 X 5'41= [0'436 

But we have got a third question to solve. We have got the proportion of so.il on each mast; ,~e ha.ve 

got the proportion of area on each sail, and on each mast; but we have not got the proportionate dimensions 

of each mast, which will enable them to carry their respective sails. 

In o. three-masted ship it is necessary, both for symmetry of appearance and for balance of sail, that the 

proportion of every sail on each mast should be tolerably similar: for exa.inple, on the bigger mast, there should 

be a bigger topsail ; on the smaller mast, a smaller topsail, and so on. It is o.Iso desirable, that the sizes of 
_ ..... -· -- 1 



l'1·opnrtiom; for 
Hl:l:O::l~. 

~·r .. p••,·rt ,lf ... lo1• 

• :tr•!:-. 

f 1 Top&c •. • • j'035 X 
--·--··----=·= ·-Main· 

Topgalla.nt·sa.il 2'147 X 

J VJ~ _ _l__J.Q_ __ J ...... ,.- . 
..;;.~ ~-'--- 2'1+7 r - ---
1 

..... -·--· ... 

Royal . . . 1'518 

Course 2'333 

Topsail. 2'1-47 
Fore 

Topgallant-sail I'5I 8 

Royal I'073 

Jib 0 1'929 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

I 

3 

3 

1'518 j 
6'999 

6'44-I 

3 - +'55+ 

3 - 3'219 

5'41 = 10'436 

But we have got a third question to solve. We have got the proportion of sail on each mast; we have 

got the proportion of area on each sail, and on each mast; but we have not got the proportionate dimensions 

of each mast, which will enable them to carry their respective sails. 

In a three-masted ship" it is necessary, both for symmetry of appearance and for balance of sail, that the 

proportion of every sail on each mast should be tolerably similar : for exa.inple, on the bigger mast, there should 

be a bigger topsail ; on the smaller mast, a smaller topsail, and so on. It is also desirable, that the sizes of 

masts and spars should bear a due proportion to each other throughout. 

The tbllowing proportion of sails will accomplish all this. If we take the three masts to have f0ur sails, 

all similar, then we have the proportion above given; namely,-

Areas of sail-mizen, 5 

Being in the proportion of . I 

fore, 7'07I 

1'4I42 . 

main, 10 

In order to make up this proportion, it is merely necessary that all the sails on the three masts should be 

in, as near as possible, the tbllowing proportion,-

5 7'071 IO 

The sails on all the masts will all have the proportion required,-

I 

For example, when the mizen-yard has for its breadth of sail 50 feet; ·then fore-yard 70'71 feet, main.yard 
I oo feet; or in that proportion. 

The con-csponding topsail-yards should he in the same proportion, namely,-

the topgallant-yards in the proportion 

and the royal-yards in the proportion 

35'35 

• 25 

. I7'67 

so 
35'35 

25 

70'71 

so 
35'35 
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It is obvious, also, that the lengths of those parts of the masts and spars which carry sail should bear to 

one another the similar ratio of s 7'071 1 o 

or, I 2 

With these general proportions in view, let us now proceed to complete the arrangement of sail on a Specific example. 

given ship, say of sso tons burthen, whose length on the water·line is 1 so feet, and draft on even keel 16 ft. 

8 in. Taking six times the draft of water, or roo feet, this gives the height of the equivalent sail area roo 

feet; which, by a length of I so feet, gives us a total sail area of 

1 5o x I oo = I s,ooo feet area. 

First-to place the masts, divide length in water-line into 10 equal parts. 

Mizen 

Distance of mizen from at\ . . ='I of ISO = I5 feet. 

" 
of foremast from fore . = '2 of ISO = 30 . , 

, of mainmast from mizen = '3 of I 50 = +S , 

" 
of mainmast from foremast . = '+ of 150 = 6o , 

ISO , 

Second-to proportion the sail-area on each mast. 

Mizen. 

Fore . 

Main . 

Jib 

.five twenty-fourths of I s,ooo = S X 62S = 31 2S 

= 7'071 X 62S = +419'375 

= 10 

= 1'929 X 625 = 1205'625 

15'000 

Third-to proportion the sails on each mast. 

Driver. 1'65 X 625 - 1031'25 

Topsail I'518 X 625 - 948'7 5 
3125'00 

Topgallant-sail . 1'073 X 62S - 670'625 

Royal . 0 '759 X 625 - 47+'375 

-- ~-~~~~1·.~ ~-~ ·--~ ~: 2'303 X 625 - 1458'125 ~-
.-:-up w••• ac - --

, .... o4 ..., v ~~ .. -~ . -·0 -

Rumple con
tinued. 
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Main . 

Jib = r-929 x 625 = 1205·625 

15•ooo 

Third-to proportion the sails on each mast. 

r Driver. r65 X 625 - 103r>25 

Topsail . . . 1.518 X 625 - 9+8·75 
Mizen l TopgallaDt-sall . 

3125•oo 
r>073 X 625 - 67o·625 

Royal • . . . o·759 X 625 - +7+.375 

Course. 2·303 X 625 - 1458·125 

Topsail 2•147 X 625 - 1 3+~"875 
Fore 

Topgallant-sail . 1·5 18 625 
++19.375 15,000 

X - 9+8·75 

Royal . 1.073 X 625 - 67o·625 

Course 3.3 X 625 - 2062·5 

Topsail 3.035 X 625 - 1896·875 
Main 625o·oo 

Topgallant-sail 2.147 X 625 - 1341"875 

Royal . 1"518 X 625 - 9+8·75 

Jib - 1205·625 J 

Or in other words, 
Dri'<'er. FonlOOUI'Ie. Maincwne. 

1"65 . 2.333 3.3 

Or in the proportion of . I 1"4142 2 

Mizen· topeail. Fore-t.opee.il. Main-topuil. 

rsx8 2.147 3.035 

O.r. in the proportion of . I 1"4-14-2 2 

Mmm-t.opgalWlt-aail. Fore· topg1illani-M.il. Main-topp!ant-eail. 

x·o73 x·51 8 2.14-7 

Or in the proportion of . I 1.4-14-2 2 

Mi.cen· royo.l. Fore-royal. Mc.in. royal. 

0'759 1"073 x·5x8 

I 1.4-14-2 2 

--· 

4~ 
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Again,- Topooil. Toppll&Dt-IAil.. Royal. 

Mizen 1'518 1'073 0'759 

Orin the proportion or . 2 I'•P·+-2 I 

Main 3'035 2'147 I' SIB 

Or in the proportion of . 2 1'4142 I 

Fore . . . . 2'147 1'518 1'073 

Or in the proportion of . 2 1'4142 I 

Now to get the length of the yards, the lower yards are immediately found by taking the square root of 

twice the area of the courses; and for the mi.zenmast, as the o.rea of the driver is equal to the same area 

as that of a course, if there had been one, on the crossjack-ya.rd, twice the square root of the area of the 

driver must be taken. We find for 

The length of the mainyard 64·23, or in the proportion of 1 

, foreyard " 
" 

erossjack-yard. " 
These proportions give at once the length of yards and hoist of sail; for, multiplying the length of the 

mainyard by o ·84o9, we get the length of the foreyard and maintopsa.il yard; by multiplying the length of the 

foreyard or maintopsail-yard by o·8409 we get the length of the crossjack-yo.rd, foretopsail-yard, and main-tO}l· 

gallant-yard, and so on, always excluding yard-arms. These same proportions answer for the hoist of sail; or, 

in other words, half the length of the mainyard is the hoist of the maintopsail ; half the length of the 

maintopsail-yard ie the hoist of the topgallant-sail ; half the length of the main-topgallant-yard is the hoist 

of the mainroyal. It will, therefore, plainly be seen, that we shall have, with this arrangement, one yard of the 

length of the mainyard, two yards of the length of the maintopsail-yard, three yards of the length of the 

main-topgallant-yard, three yards of the length of the mainroyo.l-yard, two yards of the length of the foreroyal

yard, ;md one yard of the length of the mizenroyal-yard. Working the above quantities out for the vessel, whose 

areas of sails we have calculated, we find for the length of-

Main yard 

Topsail-yard = 5+ 

Topgallant-yard = 45'·+-f 

Foreyard = 54 

Topsail-yard = +5'41 

Topgallant-yard = 38·18 

Mizencross-ja.ck = 4 5 • 4 1 

Topsail-yard = 38'18 

Topgallant-yard = 32'4-r 
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mainyn'iii-ey-iTs-+o-9;·""\re··get--ttre-leugth-~e.Fd-&.llG maintopsail yard.; b_y multiplying the len.gth of the --- . . 

foreyard or maintopsail-yard by o·8+o9 we get the length o( the crossjack-yard, foretopsa.il-yard, and main-top

~allant-yard, and so on, always excluding yard-IU'IIl8. These 88.ID.e proportions answer for the hoist of sail; or, 

in other words, half the length of the ma.inyard is the hoist of the maintopsa.il; half the length of the 

maintopsail-yard is the hoist of the topgallant-sail; half the length of the main-topgallant-yard is the hoist 

of the mainroyal. It will, therefore, plainly be seen, that we shall have, with this arrangement, one yard of the 

length of the ma.inyard, two yards of the length of the maintopsail-yard, three yards of the length of the 

main-topgallant-yard, three yards of the length of the ma.inroyal-yard, two yards of the length of the foreroyal-

yard, aud one yard of the length of the m.izenroyal-yard. Working the above quantities out for the vessel, whose 

areas of sails we have calculated, we find for the length of-

Main yard 

Topsail-yard = 5+ 

Topgallant-yard = +5'+1 

Royal-yard = 38·18 

Foreyard = 5+ 

Topsail-yard = +5'·41 

Topgallant-yard = 38·18 

&yal-ya.rd = 32'4-I 

Mizencross-jack = 4-5" 41 

Topsail-yard = 38· I 8 

Topgallant-yard . 3 2' +I 

Royal-yard = 27'26 

And when, with these figures, the areas of the different upper sails are calculated, it will be found that the 

quantities found in this manner, and the quantities found in the :first manner, will agree with great precision. 

It will be seen that, with the foregoing arrangement, we get a perfect balance; that is, that the centre of 

sails falls exactly in the same perpendicular with the centre of lateral resistance. Now, in some ships, it is 

preferable to have tbe centre of effort some distance forward of the centre of lateral resistance. This is easily 

accomplished by means of the jib. 

The centre of the jib, in our calculations, was situated at 5·41 from the centre or middle division. Now, 

by only shifting its centre to six divisions from the middle, which in our vessel of r 50 length would be 90 

feet, the centre of effort would be brought forward 5 teet. This may seem difficult to do, as the masts are fixed, 

and the foretopmast-stay cannot be shifted: it therefore only remains to alter the shape of the jib. This is 

done in the following ma.nner,-Erect a perpendicular line, on the sixth division from the middle of the 

water line; then, on this perpendicular, the centre of the jib will be situated. Lengthen this perpendicular till 

it meets the foretopmast-stay; then lay off from this intersection, equal distances, up and down along the stay, as 

far as convenient; the sum of these two distances. will form one side of the jib. The area of the jib being given, 

divide this area by half the side, and with the qnotient as length, draw a line parallel to the foretopmast-stay 

till it intersects the perpendicnlar line. Join this point with the two extremities on the jib-stay, nnd we shall 

have a shape of jib of the given area, and with it.s centre falling exactly at the sixth division from the middle, 
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or one-tenth of the length beyond the stem: this construction has repeatedly been done in Table, page 88, to 

get the different balances required. But this degree of a.ccurooy is much greater than is required for practice; 

and it is necessary to guard against the attempt to fix these points in ~e design too closely before tAking 

into consideration a multitude of practical points of convenience, use, and taste, which go to regulate the 

dimensions of sails. In the first place, it must never be forgotten that nearly all ships carry weather-helm, and 

that they carry more weather-helm in proportion as the wind blows stronger. This point has been fully 

explained in Chapter XIV. 

It is to be observed, that the design of the sails having been made in proper balance, any change, made to If alterationa made, 
balance mut be 

correct defects in the form of the body, should not be allowed to derange either the proportions or places of maintained. 

sails ; but for this purpose the whole sails should be removed to their new place, and not shifted with respect 

to each other, unless due regard be had to maintaining their balance. 

Another point for consideration is, that ma.sts are made to rake, instead of standing upright: it must not C<ln'fenience of 
· ship eometimes 

be forgotten that rake may shift the relative distance of the sails. dictates aa.il to 

A further point is, that the convenience of the ship herself may interfere with the disposition of sails. . A high be used. 

forecastle will shorten the foot of the foresail. A poop, and the convenience of passengers, seriously interfere 

\Vith the mizen; for the latter reason, chiefly, a driver has been substituted for the square sail or course on the 

third mast, although there are cases in which it would be convenient to carry that sail. These are points that 

must, on no account, be ·neglected. 

Perhaps the most important point, that can be kept in view in the study of balance of sail, balance of Impol'Wlce of 
balance of sail. 

body, placing of masts, proportion of spars, and subdivision of sails, is this, that in all circumstances the ship 

should be able to carry the greatest quantity of sail with the least possible action of rudder. In a perfect 

wave-fo~, perfectly balanced, this has been done, and . in a fast-sailing clipper it is vital. In such a vessel 

the whole of the sails I have mentioned would be carried, whether the wind was light or fresh, without 

retarding the ship by the action of the helm. When it came to blow hard, it would only be necessary to take 

in the three topgallant-sails, and the rest of the sails would remain in perfect balance ; blowing ha.rder, the top-

sails would all be reefed, and still balance; blowing yet harder, the driver, the jib, the forecou.rae and the 

maincourse, might all be taken in; and she would still balance under the foretopsa.il, the maintopsail, the 

mi.zentopsa.il, and a storm-jib. 

Thus, in a wave-vessel, even in heavy weather, the captain would still find his ship handy, fast, a.nd under Balanoe of sail 
- - ------- ---~O'Divin 

perfect command; but,-rr the vessel were not o. wave-vessel. the fo11nwina rhRnCTo(l ~rml-1 f ... t.,.. .... 1 ... ....,_ "- · 
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Another point for consideration is, that masts are made to rake, instead of standing 

be forgotten that rake may shift the relative distance of the ea.ils. 

upright: it must not Cooveuieooe of 
ahlp 110mefla:aea 
dict&ta Mil to 

A further point is, that the convenience of the ship herself may interfere with the disposition of sails. A high be uetd. 

forecastle will shorten the foot of the foresail. A poop, and the convenience of passenge.rs, seriously interfere 

with the mizen ; for the latter reason, chiefly, a driver has been substituted for the square sail or course on the 

third mast, although there are cases in which it would be convenient to carry that sail. These are points that 

must, on no account, be neglected. 

P erhaps the most important point, that can be kept in view in the study of balance of sail, balance of Importanee of 

body, placing of masts, proportion of spars, and subdivision of sails, is this, that in all circumstances the ship 

should be able to carry the greatest quantity of sail with the least possible action of rudder. In a perfect 

wave-form, perfectly balanced, this has been done, a.nd in a fast-sailing clipper it is vital. In such a vessel 

the whole of the sails I have mentioned would be carried, whether the wind was light or fresh, without 

retarding the ship by the action of the helm. When it came to blow hard, it would only be necessary to take 

in the three topgallant-sails, and the rest of the sails would remain in perfect balance; blowing harder, the top

sails would all be reefed, and still balance; blowing yet harder, the driver, the jib, the forecourse and the 

maincourse, might all be taken in ; and she would still balance under the foretopsail, the maintopsail, the 

mizentopsail, and a storm-jib. 

balanee of sail. 

Thus, in a wave-vessel, even in heavy weather, the captain would still find his ship handy, fast, and under Balaoee of sail 
perl'ect only in 

perfect command; but, if the vessel were not a wave-vessel, the following changes would take place. As soon as wave-form. 

it came to blow fresh, the driver, which is a most powerful sail, would be found to cau.se excessive weather-

helm ; and, stopping the way of the ship, would soon have to be taken in: but as that would spoil the balance, 

it would be necessary at the same time to reef the foretopsail, and so to lose way, and also to take in the jib, 

which would at once reduce very seriously the way of the ship, as it would be the want of balance, a.nd not 

stress of weather, which did it. If it came to blow hard, it would soon be necessary to take all sail off the 

mizen, except, perhaps, a small storm-sail for lying-to. In ships of this class nothing but experience will tell, 

under what sails the ship will balance, and what she will not carry; but one thing is certain, that in light 

winds and in strong ones the balance will be entirely different, which is not the case in the pure wave-form. 

'-------·----- ---------------
-----------------------------------------~--~--
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DEBCBIPTION AND UsE OF THE FOLLOWING T.&.BLES. 

It is to be noticed, in using the following tables, that the centre of the sails is taken as being in the 

line of the mast, and all the sails are braced round in a line parallel to the keel : next, that where length 

of yard is spoken of, only that part of the yard is included, which is covered by spread of sail: thirdly, that 

length of ship is taken on the load-water line and middle of ship, at middle of load-water line. But care must 

be taken, that when .the centre of resistance of the ship is shifted aft by trim, or i.s shifted forward by the 

resistance of the water to the bow, when under way, the centre of effort shall also be shifted, so as to maintain 

the balance. It is known, that ships with full bows have their centre of lateral resistance shifted forwBl'd from 

the middle, as much as one-twentieth of the length of lood-water line. This shifted point must then be considered 

the middle point; and the distance from this shifted point to the bow-end of the water-line must be considered 

as half the length, and the distribution of sail must be made on this new middle and reduced length, instead 

of on the true middle and true length of load-water line. 

When a given sail area is to be ca.rried on a given ship, the following tables show the dimensions and 

distribution of balancing sails, as described in the preceding chapter. The Classification Table consists of a 

series of examples of balanced sails on twelve different sizes of ship. The largest table, on three pages, enables 

the constructor to determine the dimensions of spars and sails for his ship, for any given amount of sail area, 

by simple inspection. 

The table of Balance of Sail, with four square sails on each mast, and jib to balance, shows how, when a 

vessel is full-rigged, or all standard sa.ils are set, and different sets of sails are successively taken in, the balance 

may still be kept by setting a certain jib of a certain area., its shape depending upon the construction which 

is necessary, and which has been mentioned on page 84-. A similBl' explanation applies to the corresponding 

table~ fo:r three square sails on each ID.&8t. 

When the form of a ship is not the pure wave-form, but such as to shift the centre of resistance forward 

from the true middle, when the ship is at speed, then this shifted centre must be taken a.s the true middle, and 

the masts and sails must be distributed on both sides, as if it were the true middle, and the ten divisions of 

length must be taken as extending, one half from the bow to this shifted middle, and the other half to an equal 

distance astern of the shifted middle. 
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,( 11 Maintop-aa.il = o· 1 ~6 5,. , ,. ( 

, , l!aintop.gallant sail = o·o895 , , 

, ~~ Main-royal aail = o·o63~ ., , 

" " 
Fore-coqne = 0'0972 " " 

" 
, Fomop-Mil = o·o895 ,, .. 

" 
, Foretop-gall&nt aail :::: O'o6J2 

" 
,, 

" " Fore-royal Mil = 0'0+47 " .. 
" " MizeDtop-uil = O'o6J2 , 

" 
" 

, Miz.entop-gallant ... n = 0'0447 , 
" 

" 
,, Mizen-royal aail = O'OJI7 " " 

" " Driver = o·6687 ,, 
" 

" 
, Jib = o·o804 

" , 

0 
AREAS AND POWERS OF SAILS WITH THREE YARDS ON EACH MAST. 

Six times the area of the immersed longitudinal section is taken as standard sail area of the ship, or which for-

The powers of these sails are for the Maio area 

" " 
,, 

" Fore area 3 

" 
,, 

" " Misenarea + 
, 

" ,. 
" Driver ... 5 

" 
, ., 

" Jib ......... n6 

The are& of all the square aails on the MAuunaat J O ofthowhole.,...l = 2. 
J:c'ore!lla8t ~ ,, ,, , 

'+ 

Mizenrnaet = J'o6 - 24-" " » " '+ 
., 

" 

r ~ " the ,, Driver = .21 
" " '+ 

, 
" " Jib = 1'9 ' 9 

" " '4 And the moments are fron1 the middle of water-line-

or, Driver. Mizen. Main. Fore. Jib. 

1'94 3'06 10 7'07 1 1 '9~9 
X X X X X 

The area of all the square Mils on the MainiDAIIt = o·+r67 of the whole area 

0 
5 4 3 n6 
= = = = 

9'70 U'2+ 10 21'21J 107 27 

,, , 
" Foremaat = 0'!1946 " ,. 

" " 
, ,, Mizenmast = 0'12.75 " " 

=I 

,. the 
" " Driver 12'24 107~7 :::: o ·o8o8 , 

" 970 Jib . 
:::: o·oS04 " ., 

" " " 
After-moments 31 '9-+ :::: JI'.940 Fore-moments 

The area of the Maincolll'8e is :::: o·r62 of the whole area 

, , Mai.ntop-e&il = 0'1491 , ,, 
, , Maintop-gallant sail = 0'1055 , 

" 
" " 

Fore-coune :::: 0'11-t6 " , 
, 

" 
Foretop . .Ul = o· 1o55 , 

" = , 
" Foretop-gallant &ail = 0'0746 " " 

" " Mir.entop-sa.il :::: 0 '0746 " " , 
" Mir.entop·gallant Mil = 0'0527 " .. 

" " 
Driver :::: o·o81 , 

" 
" " Jib = o·o8o4 " 

, 
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BALANCE OF SAIL. 

1.-oOJITiliU&D, 

PLACE OF THE MASTS. 

The length of the ship on the load water-line from back of stern·poet to front of stem is divided into ten 

equal parts. 
no v._.....t • pJ-Ia ~tealh &om tbe lllem·po& 

., Vajnmlll& ., ~ ,. ,. 

, FOJ'eiDII8t ,. ~tadlul , ,. 

OOEFFICIENTS OF PROPORTIONS OF SPABS AND SAILS. 

W"Jih (oar ysrdB OD each lfM& the CCJane ia = O"JJ atlhe loCallllil area OD thai M'aa 

,, " " " TOJRil = O"JOJS " " " .. 
" " " " T~.il =o·u,., 

Boya1 = 0"1518 

.. " " " The area at &he COII.l'lle beiDs giveu, the 1eogdl at the yard ill equal 

" " , 
" to J 2 x O"I37S x A = J 0"17 so x area of ship's IJail80 

" " " .. 
, , 

" 
,., 

W"dh &bree ,_-oa eadl X. lhe Course ia = ""3889 

, , ,., , Topaail = o-3579 " " " " 
, , , , T~ail = o-~s3~ " " 

, 
" 

. 
CLASSIFICATION OF SPARS lND SAliS. 

fOR 8HIP8 WITH lOUR YARDS OJ' KAOH MABT. fOR SBIP8 WITH TJmEE YARDS ON RACH MAST . 

. 
a-. YudL a--. Dinriaiahed .Dri-. JihL Ship'• a.-. Yuda. eo.-. Diminiahed Driftn. Jibe. Ship'• 

8aila. IWI &.. Wk &.11&.. 

- -= - ;,;- - --""'- ' - ! - I ... .. ...... ......,.... -~- l .•• ·-·- . .. ~ ·-· - - - - - . ,_ I 



0 

0 

.• •••• -~-- J· .. -· -- ..... 

= (_.>35._ " .......... .!!.. ---· . '! Topaail ,, 
" .. " 

" 
, 

., 
" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

Top-gallant Mil = o·:n47 

Royal = 0'1$18 

With three yards on each Mast the Courae is : O'j889 

= 0 '3579 ~' , , , TopMil 

" " " " 
Top-gallant sail = o·2.53z 

" " " .. " " 
" .. " 
" " 

,, 

" 
, 

" 

" 
" 
" 

" 
" 
" 

;:. :.. of.., ~·~-ul'86--be-i-og· given, the length of t.b~ yard is eqria.l- · 

to J2 x o·1375 x A= Jo''l750 x Area of ehip'e sailS. 

CLASSIFICATION OF SPARS AND SAilS. 

FOR SHIPS WITH POUlt YARDS ON EACH !fAST. FOR SHIPS WITH THREE YARDS ON EACH MAST. 

Diminlahed Ship'• m-. Counet. .Diminiahed Dri'nft. lib a. Ship'• 

F, Yard.a. eo...-. DriT&n. Jibs. Yam.. &ilt. SWAt-. Baila. Sail.&-. 

200'000 2.0000'00 18408·8o 10000'00 II690'91 145454'54 J2 :u6·87 'J35'5'16 2.1644'2.9 Il7 57' 58 11690'91 1454H'H I , II 168·180 l•P+l'14 13016'99 7071'07 8'J667'J 10:1851'90 II J8:1'J6 166:17'7:1 '5304'8'J 8313'86 81.6672 102851'90 
10 141'421 10000'00 9'J04'40 5000'00 S8+S'45 7:17:17':17 10 '53'35 11757'58 108:12'15 s87B79 58+S'·H 7'J7'J7'27 ! 

9 1J8'9'J1 7071'07 65o8·so 3535'53 +133'36 5142.5'95 9 I'J8'95 8313·86 765:1'41 4156'93 4133'36 51+2.5'95 
8 100'000 sooo·oo ¢02.'2.0 2.500'00 1922'73 36363'63 8 108'4+ sB7879 5+' 1'07 2939'40 29'J'J'73 J6363-6J 
7 84'089 3535'53 3254'25 1767'77 2o66·68 25712'98 7 91'18 4156'93 38:16·~ 2078'47 ~6-68 257 12'98 
6 70'711 2500'00 2301'10 1250'00 1461'36 t8I8J'82 6 76'67 2939'40 2705'5+ 1¢9'70 J¢1'36 18181-82 
5 59'461 1767'77 !627'12 883·88 1033'34 12856'+9 5 64'48 2078'47 '9'3'10 1039'23 IOJJ'J+ 12856·49 
4 50'000 1250'00 uso·ss 625-oo 730'68 9090'91 + 5+'22 1469'70 1352'77 73+'85 73o·68 9090'91 
3 4'J'045 883·88 8tj'66 +41'94 516'67 6428'2+ 3 45'59 IOJ9'2J 956'55 P9'62 516'67 6428'2+ 
2 35'355 625'00 57 p8 312'50 365'34 4545'45 2 38 'J4 734'85 676'39 J67'42 365'.:1-4· 4545'+5 
I 'J9'730 +41'9+ 406·83 220'97 258'3+ 3214'12 I 3'J'24 519'62 +78'27 259'81 2)8'3+ J214'1'J 

25'000 312'JO 287-64 I s6·25 J8'J•67 2272'73 27'11 J67'+2 JJB-19 18J71 Jh•67 2272'73 
2.1'0:13 :120'97 :103'+2 I 10'48 l'J9' 17 t6Q?'06 'J'J'8o 'J59·8J ZJ9'14 I'J9'90 1'19'17 16o7'o6 
17'678 ( 56''15 J-4-3'h 78'IJ 91 '34 IIJ6•36 19'17 18J'71 169·~ 91'86 91'34 I 136·36 
14·865 110'48 101 '71 55''J4 6+·58 803'53 J6 '12 1'19'90 119'57 6,4'95 6n8 8o3·53 
n·5oo 78'13 7 1'91 39'06 45'67 568·18 13'56 91'86 84·6o +5'93 45'67 568-ts 
10'511 55'2+ 50'85 :17'6:1 Jl.'J9 40l'76 !1'40 64'95 59'79 J2'47 J2''19 401'76 I 

! 8·839 39'06 35'95 '9'53 :12'88 2.84'09 9'58 45'93 42'JO :l'J'97 u·88 284'09 
1'433 27'6:1 25'43 IJ'81 16'14 200'88 8·o6 J'1'47 29'90 16'2J J6'14 200'88 6·2.)0 19'53 17'98 9'76 11'44 142.'05 6·78 22'97 21'15 11'48 IJ'4+ 1+2'05 

The coefficient of reduction of Sails = 07071 

" " " Yard.e = 0'8409 
' ., from Course& to Topsaila = o·92044 I , 

" ' j 
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BALANCE OF SAIL. 
II. 

FOUR SQUARE SAILS ON EACH MAST AND JIB TO BALANCE. , .... 

2.0 

.Miz:en. Main . Fore. 

Are:u .i. 10 7'071 ............ 
:l4- ... 14 
l( ,1( )( 

Levenge .......... + 3 
= = 

Horisontal momenta .. 20 10 :U'213 

20 87869 

After·momeota 30 = 29·9999 Fore-momenta 

or the centre of effort falls exactly in tbe middle of t.be load water-line. 

)( 

Leverage ........ . . 1'11- a 

= 
Vertical momenta. ... 57 a 

Mtrin. 
10 

X 

1·6t68 a 

= 
16·168 a 

10'1-1 8 a 

1 ·6~n a 

5'7 a 

Fqre. 

= 

33·908 a equal to the &llm of momenta. 

Tbe IJU1Il of momenta divided by t.be totallt.l"e&, or :14, gives 1 · + l 2 a. 

FULL RIG. 

DrifJer. Main. FMe. 

~ U1. ... 10 ro11 

•• .. Areu 
)( X )( 1( 

Le'fer.ge ..... .... . s 4 3 

= = = = 
Horisootal momeac. .. 8·25 13'40 10 21 '213 

I_o:~~-. ~--= ·-- -- ---· 
s·:~.s 

.-+-:-- -~ .... _...- .. ...... .. ... - --·- - - ··· - - - - -· ··-- ~- ---------~·-

.Jih . 

X 

= 

Jih. 

•• • 

== 

·-

Jill. 
1'929 ... 

)( 

5'41 

= 
10'+36 

-- - ·--···. - -



0 

0 

...,c 
j 

J3"90ll H 2tin::! to tbc :sam of moull:nts. 

The sum of mol .tts divided by the total area, or 24, gives 1' 4-1 2 a. c 

Driuer. 

Areas ~ ... 
)( 

Leverage .... ... .. . 5 
= 

Hori~:ontal moments. . 8·25 

Driver. 

Areas .. . "" . .. ..... ~ 2+ 
X 

Leverage ~ ......... . " 0'353 5 ll 
= 

V crtical rnoments . .. . o·s833 a 

FULL RIG. 

Mizen. 

ill 
)( 

4 

= 

Main. 
10 :l. 
)( 

I 

= 
10 

Aft.er-moments 31·6 S = 
or 0 of effort falls in the middle of load wal.er-line. 

Mizen. !tlain. 

ill 10 

•• .... 
X X 

l'SJ86 I '6 t68xa 
= = 

5'1543 a t6·t68 x a 

Fore. 

)( 

3 
= 

'21'213 

10'436 

3 1·649 Fore-momenta 

FtJre. 
7'071 

• • 
X 

1'3J'lxa 

= 
10'418 a 

Jih. 

X 

= 

Jih. 
1 '9*9 

•• 
X 

o·8409 x a 
= 

1'6H.a 

Sum of verticAl moments = 33'9 x a. This, divided by 24, or the whole area, gives for the distance of 0 above bottom of llBil I · 4-1 X (/>, 

Areas 

Le\·eragc ... .. .... . 

Drwer. 

~ •• 
X 

s 
= Hori:rontnl moments . . 8·25 

Driver. 

Areas ~ 

X 

Leverages . .. .. . .... o·3535 xu 

= 

WITHOUT ROYALS . 

i'W.izen. Jl[u.in. 

S·+h 

X X 

+ 
= = 

Alter-moments 27'096 = 
or 0 of effort fa.1\s in the middle of load water-line. 

Mizen. Main. 

~ ~··8· •• •+ 
X X 

1'33 X a I 'J3 X a 
= = 

Fore. 

5'998 

X 

3 
= 

17'994 

9'0 99 

'2.7'093 Fore-moments 

Fore. 
5'998 

•• 
X 

1'25 
= 

J ib. 

X 

.Jib. 

t6h 

•• 
X 

o·8409 x a 

V crticnl momeut~ .... o· 5833 x 11 .1'4+4 x 11 •• "3'2. 8 x a 7'5+8 x a. 1"4'4 

Sum of the \'Crticnl m on1cnts = '2.4'3 17. This, divided by :10'40, or the o.rel!, gi,•es for the distnnce of 0 above bottom of sail 1·2 J X fl. 

~.; 



0 

( 
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BALANCE OF SAIL. 

IL_:_ool'TINUBD. 

WITHOUT ROYALS AND TOP-GALLANT SAII.S. 

Jliuft. Jlain. Fore. .r.JJ. 
~ 6-m 4-' ... 2.!1 .... .... .. ... 

X X X )( .. J 5'41 = = = 6•f77'J 6'335 IJ"44 7'116 

Le~ ••...•.. .. s 
= 

Horisont.al momenta .. 8·~s 

6"CT]'J 7'216 

&·'Js 

After..momeuta 20'6 51 = ~·6 s6 F~IDOIDell&a 

or 0 of eftbn fillla in lhe middle of load water-line. 

Drif¥1'. .ar..-. Meritt • Fore. Ji!J. 

An!ae ........ ·· -- ~ •·s•• tw. ..-+11 .!..1!1 ... .. .... 34 '4-X X )( X )( 
Leverages ........ .. 0'3535 x a 1"1919 x a 0'97 XO o·&s x a o·8..,o9x a = = = = v erUcal. DlODieDtl •••• o-s&JJ 1'4J 6·r6 J'h 1 ' 1 1 

Sam of Yenical DlOIDeiiCB = IJ"'9JJ x o. This, di'rided by 1 S'J~ or the area, pes Cor &be diaaoce of 0 ahem~ bo&tom of sail o· 8 5 X a. 

UNDER TOPSAILS ONLY. 

X~. M~. For~ 
Areu . . ........ . .. •·s•• J'"n !:..!..tt .... .... .... 

X )1. )1. I.erenge ........ ,. .. 3 = = = Horizoncal momear. •• 6 "CT]'J. 3"'035 6·441 

6·f71 'J. !.1'66 

.AAer·momnU! 9'10 = 9'10 Pore-momr.n&e 

or 0 or eftbn &II• in lhe middle or~ wa&eHine. ., 

x .... 

~ ... 
)( 

5'41 

= 



0 

0 

Sum of vertical moments == 1 J'09JJ x a. Th( Jvided by IS'J:l, or th~ gives for the distance of 0 

UNDER TOPSAILS ONLY. 

Areaa 

• Hizentop-11ail. 
1")18 

X 

Leverage . . . . . . . • . . 4 

Hori-.ontal moments . . 6·07:1 

Mointop-6ail • 

J'OH 

)( 

Al\er-mome11t8 9·1o = 

FMetop-tail. 

Z"lf7 

1.4-
X 

3 
== 

6·-441 

:~.·66 

9'10 Forc-moml'nts 

or 0 of effort falls in the middle of load wal.er-lioe. 

!tfiun. Main. Fore. 

1')18 J"03S ~ 
•+ ~ .. 2+ An! as 
X X X 

Leverage 1' 1919X " 1'4848 x a I'J'l57Xll 
= = = 

vc botlom of snil o·8 5 X ft. 

Storm-Jib. 

O"f9Z7 

•• 
X 

S"•P 
= 

2·66 

.Jib. 

= 
I'll! 4'51 :~.·ss -:'lloments o·41 

Sum of vertical moments = 9· 58 x a. This, divicled by 7''9• or the area, gives f'or the dist.Rocc of 0 a hove bottom of sail I • 3 3 X fl. 

UNDER COUUSES AND DRIVER ONLY. 

Driver. 

Areas ~-
•• 
X 

Leverage ......... . s 
= 

Horitont.sl momenta . . S·:~.s 

MaincourJe. 

X 

I 

= 

After-moments 1 1 ·55 = 

Forecour&e. 

!lill. 
)( 

3 
= 

n·ss Fore-moments 

or 0 fAlls in the midclle of load water-line. 

Dritoer. Maincourl'l!. Forecourse. 

Areas .......... .. J•6; rr ~·HH 

•• •• •• 
X '>( )( 

Lc,·crng~ .......... O"JSJS )( tL o·s x '' 0'42 x a 
::: :: 

:\fomt•ntll .......... o·ss )( (], J•6 5 X fl 0"979 

Jib. 
0'8+3 

X 

= 

.Jib. 

o•843 . .. 
X 

o•8409 X fl 

:: 
0'708 

~UII' .,f ,.t,rtical mo11umt.~ = .1"9'7 x ''· T his, divided by !:!·• 26, or the OT"(':\1 gh·cs for the distn.nce of 0 of effort front b'>ttom of ~<~til o· 4-H x f(. 
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0 
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Areas 

c 

BALANCE OF SAIL. 

II.-OOHCLUDBD. 

UNDER TOP-GALLANT SAILS ONLY. 

Mizenwp-~rallant tail. 

4 
= 

Maintop-gallant I'Q.il. 

= 
'1'1'1-7 

4''19'1 

Al\er-moments 6''1-39 

Forewp-gallant tail. 

X 

3 
= 

6·-+39 Fore-momeut9. 

or 0 of effort falls in centre of load water-line. 

Mu:enrop-galwnt 1ail. Maintop-gallant 1ait. Forerop-gallant 1ail. 

1"073 ····7 •·p8 
Areas ..... ........ ... ~~ ·~ 

X )( X 

Leverage ..••••.•.• 1 '70'15 x a '1'4076 x a :·o2-+6 x a 
== = = 

Moments .......•.. 1'8'167 x a 5·169 x a J'07 x a 

Jib. 

•• 
5'-+1 
= 

Jib. 

c>-H8 ::t. 
X 

0'8409 )( (J 

== 
'1'9'16 x a 

Sum of \'ertical momer..tB = IO"JS8J. This divided by s·o86, or the area, gives for the distance of 0 of effort from bottom of Mil 2 ' 0 5 X lt. 

UNDER ROYALS ONLY. 

Main-ro9al 10il. Fore-royal 1ail. 

I'SJJ 

•+ 
X 

... 
X 

3 - -.... ~ ,...,...-~,, """': - · -~-~,...--

t·o8 . . . . 'l " lto 
-~- =---

.rw. 

-= 



UNDER ROYALS ONLY. 

Arens 

Leverage 

Momeul.s 

Mizen-·royal sail. 

~ 

X 

= 

if-lain-rn!Jallfa il. 

~ 

X 

I 

= 

Aftci··mowcnts 4'554 

Fore-royal sail. 

~ 
~+ 

X 

3 
= 

3"2!9 

1"34 

= 4'559 Fore-moments 

or 0 of effort falls in the middle of load water-liue. 

Mizen-royal Gail. Muin-royal tail. Fore·rO!Jal !fail. 

Are'\.9 ... -... . .... O'?S9 !.:.e!. 1"07] 

Z+ ... 24 
)( X X 

Le'l"cragc .. ~ ..... ; .. '.1'25 x a 3'1837>< a •J:6n )(a 
= = = V crti en I moment,; . . . . 171 )( (~ 4·84x a 'l'87 x a 

.lih. 

~ 
2+ 
X 

5"41 
= 

I"J4 

Jib. 

~ 
' + 
X 

o·8409 ><a 
= 

0'207 

Sum f>f vertical moments = 9·627 x fl. Thi.~, dh·ided by 3'597• or the area, gives for t.he distance of 0 of t.ffort from bottom of sail 2·67 X a. 

T n tll'.! nOO\'C calculation~, '~ is r.J.c l1cight of the mnincourec ; 

Of a single topsail the s of effort lie& ot ~ from ic.s biUIC; 

NO'l'E. 

Of tlu.l three topsail~, viz. t.op!Soil, tot,snllnnt 811ll, and royol, tl1c 0 of cft'ort i11 situated at ~ f1'0m the botton1 of the lowettt sail; ood 

Of all the four !Wlils on one rnrutt the 0 of effort is situnc.cd at ~ from the bottom of the c•Hil't!C. 



0 c 
DIMENSIONS AND AREAS OF SAILS FOB A GIVEN SAIL AREA. 

.u- Au.&. .u-
~ llw<-Bunr. l!'aD-BoT&L .u- .u- 01' 0 1' .bBA 

~ 0. JL.m.BouJ. Fcaa-BD"r41. A.uA A.Rl'. \ 
0.\LI...tJft P'OUIOP. .All]) 

Kmut-Bon.r. .u- ll.wrmr-
OF 

Bmr'a lL.m 4liJ) 
~ 

01' 0 .1' 
Faumr- )l[zzp. or FOU'I'QPo4&IL .t.lQ) or 

Fa..-Lowu 
O.u.L.Io.ft ..um y~ lau- ar liLunol'- (J.U..LAft .d1) 

&u.~ y.lliJ)I, Jlmcrrolp.. BoUL Ju. ~. 
.ur1) ~ O.ALI.AJIT F~ F.--- G&LLUI'J: AJID 

Y.un. OOUJIUII. uu.. 
~,&.CIL Yun. YUD. llDzinol'- 0~ 8.w.. 

&liL. 
&n. IWI.. 

200 168·•8 1-41'-42 118'92 100'0 s,.."09 ~ 1-4138 18+09 IJOI8 9205 6se>+ ..,6JO JI69+ 10000 
1+H55 

1-f-400+ 199 167"3-4 1+071 118'33 99'S 8J'67 19801 13997 1822.f. u888 9113 6-437 4565 11578 9900 

0 I-4-'1.S6o 198 166·so 1..,0'01 11774 99'0 . 83·25 19602 13857 180,.2 12757 ' 9020 637~ -4519 11..,6:1. 9801 

l .fll'.l+ 197 •6s·66 139'30 117"14 98·s 8!1·83 19-405 13717 1786o 1~:1.9 8930 6303 4+7:1. II~S 970'1. 

lJ¢95 I~ 164·8!1 IJ8"59 n6·ss 98'0 h· .. p 19208 13579 17679 12501 8839 624J 4+27 11'1.JO 9604 

1Jh7J 19S 163·98 137"89 IIS"9S 9T5 81"99 19'>13 13439 17+99 1:1373 8749 6180 'I-38J 11117 9506 

136858 194- 16J"13 IJ7'I8 115'36 97"0 St·n ISBI8 13303 17J21 12:148 866o 61 17 4JJ8 11004 9+09 

13S+Sl l9J 16'1.'29 136·47 11476 96·5 8rxs r862s 13165 171-42 1'1.121 8570 6oS+ 429J 10890 9J12 

134051 19:1. J61·45 135"77 lJ+"I7 ¢'0 8073 t8+J2 13029 16¢5 11995 8+82 5993 4:149 10778 9216 

132658 191 16o'6J 135"06 11J "S7 9S'S 8o"31 IB2.f.l 12894 16789 1187J 9394 5~9 4205 lo666 9120 

IJI:!.73 190 15977 IJ+"JS 11'2."97 95"0 79'89 18o5o 1276o 16614 11748 8J07 587-4 •P53 IOHI 9025 

129895 189 158'93 133'64 112"38 9+'5 79"~ 17861 1'2.625 164+Q 11625 h22 Sh3 -4110 104+2 8931 

12852+ 188 1 5s009 132'94 I II(B 9+'0 79'05 17672 1:1491 16267 1150'2. 8131 5751 4066 10331 8836 

12716o 187 157"'2.5 132"23 110'19 93'S 78·63 17485 1'2.357 16o9+ 11378 8e>+7 5689 +022 10120 87-43 

125704 J86 156"+1 131"52 109"59 93'0 78"'2.1 17298 1'2.226 15922 11257 7¢1 562 9 3919 IOIJ2 86+8 

( 1 :14+55 185 155'51 13o·8J 109'99 92'S 7779 17II3 1209S 15751 III38 7876 5569 3931 10003 8557 

12J113 18+ 1 5+73 130'11 109'40 92'0 77"37 16928 11966 IHBl 11018 7792 5509 38g6 9898 8¢+ 

121778 rB3 I5J"89 129"+0 to8·h 91"5 76"95 t67H 118J7 IHI2 10900 7707 5450 3853 9790 8373 

I~Jl Jh 1S3'05 128"69 to8·u 91'0 76"53 r6s62 11708 15:14+ 10783 7622 5391 3811 ¢8• hh 

II9131 181 152"'2.1 127'99 10'7"62 90"5 76·u 16JSI 11580 15077 lo668 75+4 533+ 3711 9575 8191 

117818 ISO 15J"J6 l2T28 10'7"03 90'0 75"68 16200 IIH2 1-491 1 IOH9 74S9 S275 3730 9+70 hoo 

1165J3 179 150"52 u6·57 lo6"+3 89'5 75"26 160'2.1 liJ25 147~ 10+3+ 7315 5217 3689 9367 Bon . 
115215 178 I4g"68 125·86 10f"84 89"0 , • • g .. 15842 1II99 1+582 10Jt8 7 290 5159 3~7 ,9262 7921 

113924 177 1.,S·8-4 125'16 105"2+ 88·5 7+"+2 •5665 IIOJJ 1+419 10205 7219 J103 J6o8 9158 7833 

1126~ 176 I.,S'OO 124"+5 104"65 88"0 7+'00 15+88 l0g+7 14-257 •0079 7 127 5039 3562 9054 77+4 

l1I364 175 1-47"16 aJi-4 104'05 87'5 73"58 15313 ro823 14095 #s 70+6 -4988 3521 89SJ 7657 

110095 17-4 1~'J2 123'04 103·~ 87"0 73"16 1,5138 10701 1393+ 9853 6966 4,927 3+•5 88so 7569 

108833 173 l+r..S 1'2.2"33 102'86 86·s 72"74 1.¢5 10578 1377+ 97~ 6886 4870 3+43 87(0 741'1 



&&:.f.Y....., .,., . .,...~ . _,...,.~ .... 'T ... .I . . . , . . . , .. .. 
JJ1J6.f. •7S 1-47'16 12374 104'05 87·0 73'58 15313 lOhJ 1,..095 0 65 7046 4988 35'1.7 8951 7657 

II009S 17+ I+6'J2 123"0+ 103'+6 87'0 7J"I6 15138 I<:Y'fOI 1.3934 9853 6¢6 49:1.7 .3+85 88so 7S69 

%08833 173 •+S'48 U~'3J 102'86 s6·s 72.'7+ 14965 10S78 IJ774 9740 6886 +870 .3#3 8750 7+8J . 
107578 172 1#'64 ux·6~ 102'27 86·o 72'3+ •+792 10457 •3615 g628 68<:17 +81+ 340+ 86so 7396 

lo6JJI 171 14J'80 120'92 101'67 ss-s 71'90 r+6u 10335 '3+51 9517 6729 +1S9 3364 8549 7311 

105091 170 14:1.'95 120'21 101'08 8S'O , ..... s I++SO 1021S 13300 9406 665• +703 332S 8++9 7225 

103858 169 142'1 I 119'50 100'+9 84·5 71'o6 1+281 10095 131++ 92¢ 6S72. +6+8 J287 8JSO 7141 

102633 168 141'27 11879 99'89 8+'0 70'64 14112 9976 12989 9•8s 6,..94- 4593 J::Lof-7 h.p 1056 

10141S 167 t-4£l'•U 118'09 99'30 83·s 70'22 13945 9857 U8JS 9076 6+17 +539 J209 Brs3 6973 

10020+ t66 139'59 117'38 9870 83·0 6979 13778 97¥l u682 8968 6341 ++89 3173 8os6 6889 
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CHAPTER XV. 

ON THE PROPORTION, BALANCE, DIVISION, AND DISTRIBUTION OF SAILS. 

A GOOD fast frigate in a ten·knot breeze can carry 36 square feet of sail for each square foot of area of midship l'ropol'tion of.sail 

• d b h b r. • 'f h · d to miW>hip seet1ou sectiOn, an e t e etter 10r 1t; 1 s e carne more, she might be pressed over so much, as to be the worse usually 
36 

: .. 

for it, and go slower: hence it has been common to provide a saiJ..area. of one square fathom of canvas, for one 

square foot of midship section to be driven through the water; this proportion can be considerably exceeded by 

yacht-<3 and despatch vessels, even up to •oo square feet, but such vessels have been called sailing machines 

rather than ships: nevertheless, for light winds, all vessels carry a great quantity of light sail beyond their 

proportion of regular working sail. 

Taking sail area in the proportion of a squn.re fathom of sail to a square foot of midship section, is merely 

saying how much canvas the ship should have, iu order to drive her: whether she will be able to stand up 

under it, and whether under it she will p1·ove leewo.rdly or weatherly, are other questions- questions of stability 

and of balance of sail. All ships tend, under a side·wind, to drift the way the wind blows, broadside through 

the water: the only preventive to this is the extent of the immersed longitudinal section, which offers resistance 

throughout the whole of the length and depth of the ship in the water. The dimensions and shape of this 

section determine the arrangement and balance of the sail, and a ship should be sufficiently weatherly to carry 

an area of fore·aud·aft sail, not less than six times the area of this uuder·water longitudinal section. 

As a first step to the consideration of the distribution and balance of sail, I draw this section of the ship 

under its proper water-line, and I copy it by drawing above it a similar section iu the a.ir, only six times as 

Equivalent sail 
a.rea; 

high; this I call tlte equivalent sail area, and it shows, without rega~d to the kind of ship, the quantity and 

disposition of sail which she may carry : it is, in short, what ·the sails might be, or would be, if she could 

convenientl-y carry them all in oue. Indeed a ship with one sail is, perhaps, more effective than with any other as one sail. 

number; but, the larger the vessel, the more must her sails be subdivided, for convenience of handling. There 

is also a limit to the size, at which sails can be made st~ong enough, and stretched fiat. 

In figure A, I have drawn the equivalent sail, and if the vessel were so small, that she could carry the 

whole in one sail, she would be what is commonly -call(ld " a lugger/' and the sa.il itself "W'hari~ ('omm()n h r 

-------------------------
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·-Taking sail area in the proportion of a square fathom of sail to a square foot of midship section, is merely 

saying how much canvas the ship should have, in order to drive her: whether she will be able to stand up 

under it, and whether under it she will prove leewardly or weatherly, are other questions-questions of stability 

and of balance of sail. All ships tend, under a &ide-wind, to drift the way the wind blows, broadside through 

the water : the only preventive to this is the extent of the immersed longitudinal section, which offers resistance 

tlll'oughout the whole of the length and depth of tbe ship in the water. The dimensions and shape of this 

section determine the arrangement and balance of the sail, and a ship shonld be sufficiently weatherly to carry 

an area of fore-and-aft sail, not less than ~ix times the area of this under-water longitudinal section. 

As a first step to the consideration of the distribution and balance of sail, I draw this section of the ship Equivalent 81lil 

under its proper water-line, and I copy it by drawing above it a similar section in the air, only six times as 

high; this I call the equifJalent sail area, and it shows, without regard to the kind of ship, the quantity and 

disposition of sail which she may carry : it is, in short, what the sails might be, or would be, if she could 

conveniently carry them all in one. Indeed a ship with one sail is, perhaps, more effective than with any other u one sail • .. 
number ; but, the larger the Yessel, the more must her sails be subdivided, for convenience of handling. There 

is also a limit to the size, at which sails can be made strong enough, and stretched flat. 

In figure A, I have drawn the equivalent sail, and if the vessel were so small, that she could carry the 

whole in one sail, she would be what is commonly called " a lugger," and the sail itself what is commonly 

called " a lug sail." It is also to be r emarked, that the cen tre of effort of the wind on this sail will be 

precisely over the centre of resistance of the longitudinal section in the water, and so there will be a perfect 

balance of sail. 

If the vessel be too long to enable the sail to be carried in one, it may be carried in two, without much All two or more 
BAilS. 

alteration of shape, and such a vessel will be the common lugger with two masts, as in figure B. 

In like manner the sail may be divided into three, and hung on three masts, as in figure C, and then the 

vessel will be a three-masted lugger. 

Thus it is plain, that this equivalent sail may be obtained indifferently by one, two, or three sails on one, 

two, or three masts, as a matter of convenience merely; that is, it leaves us perfectly free to make any decision . 
we please as to distribution, provided we maint..'liD the place and size of the sail, and therefore the balance. 

In lighter winds it may be desirable to carry additional sail; all that it is necessary to observe i.B, that 
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There ia a sound argument in favour of diminishing the heads of the sails, that the higher RWJt.s and gear 

are lighter than the lower, and, tharelore, less capable of carrying heavy and large sails and yards. On the 

opposite aide there ia this argument, that the upper sails are not apread in bad weather, but a.re taken in when 

it bloW'B ~; so that, being fair· weather &ails, they should be large, or they will be of little use. 

In adopting the particu.l.u degree of ~inution of head of sail, or taper, which ia shown in the plates and 

tables of balanoo and sail, I have given greater weight than usual to the latter oonsideration. I have given 

the upper sails a rather wide spread, and I have given them a smaller proportion of height to width than 
. ' 

is common. I observe a growing tendency in fast vessels to carry large and low eaila, and to obtain greater 

spread or. sail, with less _hoist. I believe also, that, with the adoption of iron as the material for masts and 

rigging, sails of great spread and moderate hoiet will be more and more U8ed. 

In considering what diminution of sail yru may adopt in a.ny given ship, three thinga should be kept in 

mind: nt. That, by increasing the spread of your lower sails and tapering rapidly the upper, you bring down 

the oon1ze of eft'ort of the eaila. 2nd. That, by narrowing the upper eaila, they become of lese area and of less 

value. 3rd That, in altering the taper, you have only to take care that, by so much as the alteration aads to 

one part of the sail area on a given mast, by so much also shall it diminish the area at another part. 

Thus any amount of change or diminution may be given to the sails on each mast, without changing the 

balanee of sail area on the whole ship. 

IT. Proportion of Aeiglat to 1DidtA in a g~en 1qvare 1ail is a matter of claoiu.-lt seems to me that, in 

proportion as ships sail faster, and are made finer and longer, the separate sails are made broader a.nd lower, 

their yards longer, and their hoist le&e. By giving squareness to a sail, you not only carry a larger quantity 

of low sail, bnt the Bails stand flatter and better on a wind. On the contrary, there is this consideration, that 

yards of great length are costly and heavy-heavy to carry and heavy to work; and that, by merely increasing 

the hoist, the same yard may be made to carry much more canvas and do much more work. 

• . This goes in favour of increased hoist; but it loses weight from this further consideration, that a square 

sail ~f great height does not stand well on a wind ; and that a fast ship will sail faster on a wind with square 

and low sails, than with high and narrow ones. 

The tact, that yards of great spread are heavy to carry and hard to work, will, therefore, be a sound 

argument in favour of narrow and high sails, for slow ships, for short voyages, aud for underhanded ships with 

small crews. On the other hand, in long ocean voyages, and with an able crew of seamen, spread being of 
valll!, long yards and a moderate hoist-.are-p:refemhle. .....,..,..,~--,.~-

The limih~ o( nTnnnl"f1nn T +"1rn +~ '-~ ~1 •. 
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proportion ·as ships sail- faster,-anc:t are- made :finer o..nd longer,- the ·separale-sails a.re made_ broader and lower, 

their yards longer, and their hoist less. By giving squa.reness to a. sail, you not only carry a larger quantity 

of low sail, but the sails stand flatter and better on a wind. On the contrary, there is this consideration, that 

yards of great length are costly and heavy-heavy to carry and heavy to work; and that, by merely increasing 

the hoist, the same yard may be made to carry much more canvas and do much more work. 

This goes in favour of increased hoist; but it loses weight from this further consideration, that a square 

sail of great height does not stand well on a wind; and that a fast ship will sail faster on a wind w~th square 

and low sails, than with high and narrow ones. 

The fact, that yards of great spread are heavy to carry and hard to ·work, will, therefore, be a sound 

argument in favour of narrow and high sails, for slow ships, for short voyages, aud for underhanded ships with 

small crews. On the other hand, in long ocean voyages, and with an able crew of (;eamen, spread being of 

value, long yards and a moderate hoist are preferable. 

The limits of proportion I take to be these :-When the hoist of a square sail is ·made equal to its spread, 

I reckon that to be an extreme height of sail. When the hoist is one-half of the greatest width, I reckon that 

to be a broad and low sail. I do not like to see them lower, as it seems wasteful, because a. sail of that 

height will stand close to the wind; therefore I have taken that as my standard proportion of height to width. 

III. SubdifJz"sion of sails on a mast.-It is plain that the proportion of width to height of sail may be con

sidered apart from taper, or diminution of head: nevertheless, a rapid m.te of diminution may better suit high 

sails, and a. slower rate lower sails. But much of the symmetry Ol' ugliness of a ship's suit of sails depends on 

keeping some one proportion of height to width of sail throughout the sails on the same mast, and throughout 

the ea~s on the different masts of the same ship. I ohsene, that in fast ships ther~ is a strong tendency in 

this direction: and I believe that the introduction of iron masts, which frees us from the difficulty of finding 

spars of sufficient length and strength in the forests, and enables us to ma.ke masts of any length in one piece, 

without break or discoutinuity, is a great encouragement to the adoption of symmetry and uniformity in the 

proportion and f.'lBhion of sail. It seems plain, that wheu some one proportiou of height to width has been 

selected, as possessing the requisite qualities in the best practical degree, there can be no sufficient reason for 

adopting that proportion in one sa.il on a mast, and rejecting it in the others. 

I take, therefore, the sails on one mast, and divide them so tha.t they may all have one proportiou of 

spread and hoist. But that subdivision may be altered in any way, that the sailing-maste~ may find most con

venient for working. In English men-of-war the topsail is the grand working sail of the ship: it is generally 

of great hoi~t, o.nd mny be taken n.s an extreme proportion. Iu the double-topsail sailing-clipper the same sail 
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is cut into two sails, often of a ridiculously small hoist. These are two extremes, between which, I believe, 

there must be some rational medium. 

I conclude by repeating, that the subdivision of sails on a mast is a matter of seamanship, rather than 

naval coustruction,-is more a question of working, than designing, a ship. Generally speaking, the sails a 

captain likes best, he will work best. What he likes, will depend not merely on hi& experience, but on the 

power at his disposal to work them, and on the value of speed to his ship-owners. Given a stable, fine, fleet 

ship for long voyages, I should adopt sails not high, but of great spread. For short voyages, narrow seas, 

moderate speed, and an underhanded ship's company, narrow sails, lofty and easily worked, may be preferred : 

and in like manner, sails few and large, or many and small, have corresponding advantages or disadvantages. 

Hitherto I have referred mainly to sails of a quadrangular shape, carried on square yards. They are not Fore-and-aft. sails. 

only the most universal Conn and arrangement, but are universally used on the largest scale. Triangular sails, 

or trysails, are not less valuable, but are to be reckoned, in some sort, as subsidiary sails. They take their 

form ~ost inevitably from other considerations, to which they are subordinate. Thus, even the jib of a 

man-of-war, the chief trysail, takes its shape and proportion almost exclusively from the angle of the fore-topstay, 

and is decided in shape by the proportion of masts, and direction of rigging, which have been detennined by 

precedent considerations. 

H, however, there be less scope for choice or design in trysails than in square sails, there is this com- Trysail.e : 

pensa.ting virtue in the triangular Conn, that it is more versatile and accommodating than the square sail. .A 

trysail of given area will take any shape without losing its value. .A jib, covering a given length of bowsprit, 

is of the same area, provided it rise to a given height, measured square off the line of bowsprit, and does not 

vary with any angle of skew that may happen to be given to it ; and so long as it rises to the same height, its 

centre of effort will be at the same height, again taken square from the bowsprit. Thus every variety of 

skew may be given to a trysail of given height and base, to suit convenience in other respects. 

There is also another point in which a triangular sail differs from a square sail-it draws well, inde- lie close to wind. 

pendently of its height. So long as a triangular sail is not too wide fore and aft, it will set fiat, close to the 

wind, and without the large belly which great height would give a square sail. The chief virtue of trysails is 

this special quality of setting flat, and going close to the wind. I know many sailors who would cover their 

ships with trysa.ih and staysa.ih, if they could find stays to carry them. The fact of their being attached to a 

stay on their windward edge, gives them a power of setting fiat and close, which no other sails posseas. 

Spankers, or boom sa.U.s, have the advantages, like triangular or stay sails, of being fast forward, and so close Boom-.aaiJs. 

on a wind, that they must stand well and keep flat. The gaff, or upper boom, which carries them, has the 
----~-------~ ·--~--~~ ... 'I 
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vary with any angle of skew tliat may ha-ppen to be given to it; and so long ab it rises to the same height, ita 
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cent.r!- of effort .. wil.l __-_be.- -a.t - the -same -.height,. -a.gaia- .ta.ken..d;'}WU'e from:....the -bow~Thus every Vaiiety-'-oT-=

skew may be given to a trysail of given height and base, to suit convenience in other respects. 
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There is also another point in which a triangular sail dift'ers from a. square .sail-it draws well, in.de· lie close to wind. 

pendently of ita height. So long as a triangular sail is not too wide fore and aft, it will set fiat, close to the 

wind, and without the large belly which great height would give a square sail. The chief virtue of trysails is 

this special quality of setting flat, and going close to the wind. I know many sailors who would cover their 

ships with trysails and staysails, if they could find stays to carry them. The fact of their being attached to a. 

stay on their windward edge, gives them a power of setting fiat and close, which no other sails possess. 

Spankers, or boom sails, have the advantages, like triangular or stay sails, of being fast forward, and so close Boom-saile. 

on a. wind, that they must stand well and keep fiat. The gaft', or upper boom, which carries them, has the 

disadvantage of tending to sway over to leeward; and the top shakes while the foot of the sail stands. The 

modem fashion of lacing sails to the boom gives boom-trysa.ils and spank.ers the power of sitting flat as boards, 

and going close to the wind. 

In calculating the balance and distribution of triangular sails, boom-sails, boom·trysails, spank.ers, and, in 

general, of fore-and-aft sails, it may be said to be matter of indifi'erence, wh~t the sort of sail is: you may 

substitute, at any point you choose, fore-and-aft sails for squ.o.re sails, provided you keep the same area and 

preserve the balance-point or centre of eft'ort of the sails in the same place. · The sails will balance the ship 

equally well, whether square or fore-and-aft. 

But there is this radical difference between fore-and-aft sails and square sails. Fore-and-aft sails shift their Fore.and-alt sails 
sbift centre of eft'ort 

centres with their trim. They travel in circles round a :fixed point, and they carry their centres of effort round 84 they turn. 

with them. Square sails never shift their centres of eft'ort, so long as they set flat: these centres are fixed ... 
points on the masts round which they tum. 

This travel or shift of centre of all trysails, triangular sails, spankers, and boom-sails, is of considerable 

importance, because it carries the centre of effort forward as the course of the ship goes oft' the wind. It 

returns towards its place as the ship is closer hauled ; but it must be kept in mind that it is always a little 

forward of its calculated place: and this is, perhaps, one of the reasons why, in fore-and-aft rigged ;essels, the 

centre of effort o'f the sails requires a smaller shift forward of the middle, in order to meet the shift of the 

centre of resistance of the body of the ship as the speed increues. 

It must always remain a great point in favour of square-rigged vessels, that their sails pivot round their 

centres of efi'ort, and keep t.heir balance in every trim. On the other hand, it is a quality of the fore·and·aft 

Square .U. do 
not. 
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rig to lie closer to the wind, and probably to yield a given· sail area with a. smaller quantity of top hamper, 

thus suiting well the chief purpose of modern sails, to serve as effective auxiliaries to the power of steam. 

On the other hand, I may express my own strong conviction, that iron masts, spars, and rigging, are about 

to open up a new and i.mport&nt field of enterprise, and that the use of sails, worked by an auxiliary engine, 

will, in future, be introduced in iron ships of large size, on a scale not heretofore attempted. 

Wooden clippers of sooo tons have not proved successful, because the material is not suited to the size : 

but now that all the products of all countries are passing rapidly to other countries, and that the most distant 

nations, from opposite sides of the world, a.re pouring their superfluous wealth, in liberal streams, into the stores 

of those who most want it; now that remote peoples are becoming rich and well-to-do, receiving, in exchange 

for those productions they can best spare, those which they most want; when we see great fertilizing stores of 

food and raiment gathering and stagnating on opposite shores for want of transport, we may be sure that ships 

of untold siz.e will come in as messengers of peace and plenty, a.n.d fly on wings of greater spread and power . 
than heretofore, laden with the richest productions of the earth. For it is true of ships, above all other 

engines, that siz.e is power, and speed, a.n.d thrift. Provided only there be enough work, a.n.d enough to pay for 

doing it, we shall soon build ships large enough for the traffic. 

.. 
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